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Violations of the Israeli Occupation Army  
 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian near the perimeter fence in the 

northern part of the Gaza Strip. The soldiers abducted a man on Palestinian 

land near the perimeter fence east of Jabalia in northern Gaza. The abducted 

man, who remained unidentified at the time of this report, was taken to an 

unknown destination. (IMEMC 1 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Jenin and Jenin refugee camp in the northern part 

of the occupied West Bank, killed two Palestinians, injured one, and 

abducted four others. A large military force invaded the Al-Hadaf area in 

Jenin city, and the Jenin refugee camp, before the soldiers stormed and 

ransacked many homes and buildings and occupied rooftops to use as 

sniper posts and monitoring towers. Undercover soldiers also infiltrated 

the Jenin refugee camp and rammed a motorcycle with their vehicle before 

abducting two young men, Khaled Ar’arawi and Ahmad as-Sous. The 

soldiers surrounded two homes in the Al-Hadaf area in Jenin before 

storming the properties and abducting Wisam Fayed and Omar Nasser 

Taleb. The invasions led to massive protests in Jenin and the Jenin refugee 

camp, while armed resistance fighters also exchanged fire with the 

invading soldiers. The soldiers fired a barrage of live rounds and many 

rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The 

soldiers killed Na’im Jamal Zubeidi, 27, and Mohammad Ayman Sa’adi, 26, 

after shooing them with live fire. The soldiers also injured a third 

Palestinian who suffered bullet fragments wounds to his face.(WAFA 1 

December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation troops obstructed students’ access to their school in Deir 

Samet village, west of the occupied West Bank city of Hebron. The gun-

toting soldiers fired volleys of tear gas canisters in the vicinity of Akka 

Elementary Co-ed School and intercepted students and teachers on their 

way to the school after an army vehicle overturned in a nearby area. The 

teachers managed to secure the students’ access to the school while 

confirming that none was injured. (WAFA 1 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces stormed a school in Tuqu‘ town, south of Bethlehem city. The 

gun-toting soldiers surrounded the school campus, close to the northern 

entrance of the southern West Bank town, from al, directions before 

storming it. The soldiers briefly held the school principal and the teachers. 

(WAFA 1 December 2022) 
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 An Israeli soldier killed a young Palestinian man after dropping him to the 

ground in Huwwara town, south of Nablus, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The young man has been identified as Ammar Hamdi 

Mifleh, 22, from Osarin village, south of Nablus. The soldiers prevented a 

Palestinian ambulance and medics from approaching the wounded young 

man, who succumbed to his wounds before the army took his corpse to an 

unknown destination. A Video documenting the Israeli attack shows the 

soldier wrapping his arm around the young man’s neck and trying to drag 

him away before two Palestinians tried to intervene and de-escalate the 

situation. The young man, who managed to get free from the soldier’s neck 

hold, wrestled with him for brief seconds before the soldier started 

removing his pistol out of its holster, his rifle fell in the process, and then 

he pushed the Palestinian, dropping him to the ground, before firing four 

rounds at him. The soldier then approached the Palestinian again and 

before using his pistol to fire another round in a clear indication he executed 

the young man although he posed no threat, before picking up his rifle. The 

soldier’s life was not in danger, especially since the young man was already 

on the ground, and he could have subdued him at gunpoint to allow other 

soldiers to arrest him. (IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians during the weekly procession 

against the colonies in Beita and Beit Dajan towns, near Nablus, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. The Palestinians marched, 

chanting against the illegal Israeli occupation, escalating violations, and 

colonialist activities on stolen Palestinian lands. Israeli occupation soldiers 

fired many live rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades, causing many to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation, cuts, and bruises. The soldiers block many roads, especially 

those leading to Sbeih Mountain, to prevent the Palestinians from reaching 

their lands. (IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers caused several Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation in Al-Jalama and Faqqu’a town, northeast of Jenin, after the army 

invaded the two communities and conducted searches, leading to protests. 

(IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Hebron city, in the southern 

part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers, stationed at the permanent 

military roadblock at the main entrance of the Shuhada Street in the center 

of the city, advanced many meters and fired many rubber-coated steel 
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bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades at Palestinians who gathered 

nearby. The soldiers also targeted several shops and homes with gas bombs 

and concussion grenades. Several Palestinians suffered the effects of tear 

gas inhalation and received the needed treatment. (IMEMC 2 December 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians during the weekly procession in 

Kufur Qaddoum town, east of Qalqilia, in the northern part of the occupied 

West Bank. Dozens of Palestinians marched from the center of the town, 

chanting against the occupation and calling for ongoing resistance until 

liberation  and independence. The soldiers invaded the town and fired 

several rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades at 

the protesters. The soldiers shot three young men with rubber-coated steel 

bullets and caused many to suffer cuts and the effects of tear gas inhalation. 

(IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Many armored military vehicles invaded the northern West Bank city of 

Nablus from several areas, especially the areas around the Old City, leading 

to protests before the soldiers shot and seriously injured a young man and 

abducted another from his home. The soldiers shot a young man with live 

rounds in the head and the chest in the Kroum Ashour area. The young man 

was shot in the left side of the neck before the bullet exited from the upper 

right shoulder and added that the young man was alert before the doctors 

took him to surgery. The wounded young man, who was identified as Bara’ 

Zheiman remains in a critical but stable condition. The invasion was first 

conducted by undercover soldiers who surrounded a home in the Kroum 

Ashour in and started firing live rounds at it before many armored military 

vehicles invaded the area. The soldiers then abducted a young man, Ahmad 

Al-Kharraz, from the home they surrounded and took him to an unknown 

destination. The Al-Karraz family stated the soldiers stormed their home 

about 7:45 and ransacking the property while interrogating them before 

abducting their son. (IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Palestinian residents suffocated after inhaling tear gas fired at 

them by Israeli forces during clashes that broke out in Bab al-Zawyeh area 

in Central Hebron city. The soldiers stationed at the military checkpoint at 

the entrance to al-Shuhada Street stormed the city center and proceeded to 

fire rubber-coated steel bullets, tear gas bombs, and stun grenades toward 

residents and commercial stores in the area, causing dozens to suffocate. 

(WAFA 2 December 2022) 
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 A number of Palestinians suffocated by tear gas fired during clashes with 

Israeli forces in the town of Taqou to the south of Bethlehem. The clashes 

were centered in the vicinity of the municipality at the western entrance, 

during which Israeli forces fired rubber-coated metal bullets, tear gas 

bombs, and stun grenades toward residents in the town, causing several 

people to suffocate due to tear gas inhalation. (WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 At least three Palestinian youths were injured as Israeli forces cracked down 

on the peaceful anti-settlement demonstration in the village of Kufr 

Qaddoum, east of Qalqilia, the occupied West Bank. Israeli forces attacked 

the rally with rubber-coated steel bullets and tear gas canisters, shooting 

and injuring three youths. Dozens were reportedly treated at the scene from 

tear gas suffocation. (WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli navy targeted Palestinian fishermen offshore al-Waha and al-

Sudaniya areas in the northern besieged Gaza Strip. The Israeli naval boats 

opened machine gunfire and water hoses towards the fishermen, forcing 

them to flee to the shore for their safety. There were no casualties. (WAFA 

2 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces shot a Palestinian and detained another from the occupied 

West Bank city of Nablus. A sizable army force barged its way into the 

outskirts of the Old City of Nablus, where the soldiers surrounded a house, 

broke inside, and ransacked it, leaving behind destruction, before 

eventually detaining a Palestinian. The gun-toting soldiers shot a youth in 

the chest and the head, leaving him bleeding and initially denying him 

medical treatment. (WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers attacked Palestinian protesters near the Qalandia refugee 

camp, north of Jerusalem, in the occupied West Bank. Many Palestinians 

protested the ongoing Israeli occupation and serious escalation near the 

Qalandia refugee camp. The soldiers attacked the protesters with rubber-

coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. (IMEMC 3 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the Al-Isawiya town northeast of Jerusalem 

and closed several streets and neighborhoods before stopping and 

searching dozens of Palestinians and their cars. (IMEMC 3 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces invaded a number of Palestinian areas with massive military 

force. In the Nablus area, a number of Palestinians suffered from tear gas 

inhalation during clashes with the Israeli occupation forces in the town of 

Osrin, south of Nablus. Confrontations broke out near the entrance to the 
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town of Osrin, which resulted in a number of citizens suffocating due to 

tear gas canisters. (IMEMC 3 December 2022) 

 Israeli troops invaded the town of Al-Isawiya, northeast of occupied 

Jerusalem. Israeli forces stormed the town of Al-Issawiya and spread in its 

alleys and lanes, stopped vehicles and passers-by, checked their identities, 

and impeded their movement in the town. (IMEMC 3 December 2022) 

 Confrontations erupted between local Palestinians and the Israeli 

occupation forces, near the Qalandia refugee camp, north of occupied 

Jerusalem. Israeli forces, stationed on the outskirts of the camp, fired 

rubber-coated metal bullets and tear gas canisters at the citizens during the 

clashes, without any injuries reported. (IMEMC 3 December 2022) 

 An Israeli attack on Al-Arroub refugee camp, north of Hebron. Israeli forces 

raided the camp and fired rubber-coated metal bullets and sound and gas 

bombs at the citizens and their homes, causing dozens of cases of tear gas   

inhalation. In addition, the Israeli occupation forces abducted a citizen from 

the town of Tamoun, southeast of Tubas, at the Karama crossing. The Israeli 

occupation forces abducted Ahmad Nabil Bisharat (24 years old) at the 

Karama crossing, after he returned from studying in Algeria. (IMEMC 3 

December 2022) 

 Confrontations took place between Palestinian youths and Israeli 

occupation forces (IOF) south of the West Bank governorate of Nablus. IOF 

soldiers fired smoke bombs and tear gas canisters at Palestinian youths who 

marched near the crossroads of the town of Usarin in protest at the Israeli 

cold-blooded killing of the Palestinian young man Ammar Muflih. 

(PALINFO 3 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation navy attacked Palestinian fishermen and their boats 

off the northern coast of the beleaguered Gaza Strip. Israeli gunboats fired 

machine guns at fishing boats multiple times during their presence within 

a few nautical miles off the shores of Beit Lahia City in northern Gaza. No 

one was reportedly hurt in the attack, which forced the fishermen to return 

ashore. (PALINFO 3 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinian workers near the Annexation Wall 

near Taybeh and Anin villages, west of Jenin, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The soldiers fired many gas bombs and concussion 

grenades at the Palestinian workers and chased many of them. Many 
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workers suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 4 December 

2022) 

 Several Palestinian young men suffered breathing problems during a raid 

by the Israeli police into the Silwan town south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in 

Occupied Jerusalem.  Israeli police fired tear gas bombs and stun grenades 

at Palestinian youths after storming the Abu Tayih neighborhood in Silwan 

town.  The raid triggered clashes between the Palestinian youths and the 

Israeli police, adding that the youths hurled stones at the soldiers to 

confront the Israeli attacks. Israeli police removed the Palestine flag and the 

Palestinian factions’ flags from Abu Tayih neighborhood before leaving the 

town of Silwan. (IMEMC 4 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) extended the administrative 

detention of the Palestinian prisoner Yasser Badrasawi for six months.  "The 

IOA extended the administrative detention of my husband for six months 

for the second time."  Yasser Badrasawi was supposed to be released 

tomorrow. 56-year-old Badrasawi was arrested last June after his home in 

Al-Quds Street east of the West Bank city of Nablus was stormed by the 

Israeli occupation forces.  Badrasawi, who is a Palestinian activist and a 

Hamas leader, was detained more than once and spent more than 11 years 

in Israeli jails. He suffers from heart disease and had underwent cardiac 

catheterization surgery. He also suffers from prostate pain and a herniated 

disk in the lower back. (IMEMC 4 December 2022) 

 Israeli warplanes bombed different areas of the Gaza Strip, causing 

widespread panic among local residents. The Israeli occupation army 

carried out dawn aerial attacks on a resistance post in the southwest of Gaza 

and swaths of cultivated land in Khan Yunis and Rafah. (PALINFO 4 

December 2022) 

 Dozens of Palestinians  suffocated by tear gas fired by the Israeli army 

during a military incursion into the city of Tulkarem, in the northern 

occupied West Bank. Israeli military forces stormed the city heading toward 

the western neighborhood, amid the firing of the tear gas canisters, causing 

dozens to suffocate. (WAFA 4 December 2022) 

 Israeli warplanes attacked with missiles multiple targets in the central Gaza 

Strip, causing massive destruction and fire in the area. No injuries were 

reported. Israeli fighter jets bombed with at least two missiles a target to the 

west of Khan Yunis in the southern Gaza Strip, causing destruction and fire 

in the area, as well as minor to moderate damages to neighboring homes 

and facilities but no injuries. Israeli fighter jets also attacked with two 
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missiles a target to the east of Rafah, south of the Strip, causing damages to 

neighboring homes and facilities. (WAFA 4 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers killed a young Palestinian man, abducted three young men, 

including his brother, and injured at least six. The soldiers surrounded the 

Deheishe refugee camp and occupied the rooftops of tall buildings 

overlooking it before undercover officers infiltrated it using a car carrying 

Palestinian license plates. The Palestinians became aware of the undercover 

officers before many armored military vehicles invaded the refugee camp, 

leading to protests. The soldiers fired dozens of live rounds, rubber-coated 

steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The soldiers shot Omar 

Yousef Manna’ Fararja, 22, with live rounds in the chest and killed him. The 

soldiers also shot six Palestinians with live fire to their extremities before 

Palestinian medics rushed them to Bethlehem hospitals. The soldiers also 

stormed and ransacked many homes and abducted three Palestinians, 

Omar’s brother, Yazan Fararja, 24, in addition to Odai Essam Abu Nassar, 

24, and his brother Mu’ath, 27. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 Several Israeli army jeeps invaded Beit Ummar town, north of the southern 

West Bank city of Hebron, before the soldiers abducted a university 

student, Mohammad Jawdat Bahar, 20, while leaving the campus of 

Palestinian Technical University – Kadoorie in the Al-Arroub refugee camp, 

north of the city. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the main entrance area of Al-Arroub, leading 

to protests before firing many gas bombs, concussion grenades, and rubber-

coated steel bullets at the entrance of Kadoorie, causing scores of 

Palestinian to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The army surrounded 

the college campus and closed the streets, preventing the Palestinians from 

entering or leaving the area. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded Al-Khader town, south of Bethlehem, 

especially the At-Tall area in the Old City, leading to protests before the 

army fired many gas bombs and concussion grenades at the protesters and 

surrounding homes, causing several injuries. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 In Nablus, in the northern West Bank, the soldiers invaded Osarin village, 

south of the city, and attacked Palestinians who protested the invasion. The 

soldiers shot a young man with a gas bomb in the face and caused at least 

five others to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 5 December 

2022) 
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 In the occupied capital, Jerusalem, the soldiers invaded the Shu’fat refugee 

camp northeast of the city and abducted a young man. The soldiers also 

invaded Silwan town, south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, and 

removed Palestinian flags from electricity poles in various neighborhoods. 

(IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 In Ramallah, in the central West Bank, the Israeli soldiers closed the 

northern entrance of Al-Biereh city and the main entrance of Silwad town, 

stopped and searched dozens of cars, and interrogated many Palestinians 

while inspecting their ID cards. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded the Jenin refugee camp in the northern West Bank 

city of Jenin, searched homes, and abducted a former political prisoner. The 

soldiers abducted a former political prisoner, Yahia Bassam Sa’adi, after 

storming and ransacking his home in the Al-Jabriyyat neighborhood of the 

refugee camp. Many Palestinian protested the invasion and hurled stones 

at the soldiers, who fired several live rounds, gas bombs, and concussion 

grenades. Many army vehicles were also deployed around Rommana and 

Zabbouba villages, west of Jenin, and closed several streets. (IMEMC 5 

December 2022) 

 Confrontations broke out in Jenin refugee camp after being stormed by the 

Israeli occupation forces (IOF). The IOF troops violently stormed the 

refugee camp and set up several checkpoints amid heavy gunfire, which 

led to the outbreak of armed clashes with resistance fighters. Warning 

sirens sounded throughout the refugee camp during the military raid. 

(PALINFO 5 December 2022) 

 Several Palestinians suffocated after inhaling tear gas fired at them by the 

Israeli military during clashes that broke out in the town of al-Khader to the 

south of Bethlehem. Confrontations concentrated in the al-Tal area in the 

Old City of Bethlehem, during which forces fired live ammunition, tear gas 

canisters, and stun grenades at the town residents, causing a number of 

people to suffocate. (WAFA 5 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Palestinians, including university students, suffocated by tear 

gas fired by Israeli forces toward the entrance to the Palestine Technical 

University to the north of Hebron, in the southern occupied West Bank. 

Israeli forces fired tear gas canisters and stun grenades toward the entrance 

of the Palestine Technical University – Khadoorie, causing dozens of 

students and residents to suffocate. Forces further closed the entrance and 
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prevented students from entering or leaving the university. (WAFA 5 

December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces broke into an elementary school in the village of 

Yabrud to the northeast of Ramallah. Israeli military forces cordoned off the 

school and broke into It searching for the recordings of the surveillance 

cameras placed at the school, however, the teaching staff prevented them 

from doing so. (WAFA 5 December 2022) 

 Dozens Palestinian workers suffocated from Israeli army gunfire adjacent 

to A‘nin and At-Tayba villages, west of Jenin. Israeli soldiers fired volleys 

of stun grenades and tear gas canisters towards Palestinian workers close 

to the section of Israel’s apartheid wall, adjacent to the villages, causing 

scores to suffocate from tear gas inhalation. (WAFA 5 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers and undercover officers invaded Nablus and its Old City, in 

the northern part of the occupied West Bank, before using armed drones to 

fire missiles at homes, leading to protests and exchanges of fire with 

resistance fighters, and injured three young men. The soldiers surrounded 

a home in the Old City and attempted to abduct a young man, but he 

managed to escape, especially after Palestinian resistance fighters 

exchanged fire with them. Many soldiers also invaded and ransacked 

homes and used their rooftops as firing posts and monitoring towers. The 

soldiers also wired and detonated the main doors of several homes in the 

Old City, before breaking into them, causing excessive damage. 

Furthermore, the army also used armed drones to fire missiles at a home 

inhabited by an elderly woman who was visiting one of her daughters at 

the time of the attack. (IMEMC 6 December 2022) 

 Several Israeli military vehicles, including bulldozers, invaded Palestinian 

farmlands near the perimeter fence north of Beit Lahia in the northern part 

of the Gaza Strip. Eight Israeli Merkava tanks and bulldozers invaded the 

farmlands and bulldozed large sections near the fence. The soldiers fired 

smoke bombs while bulldozing the lands and installed sand hills near the 

fence while military drones and helicopters flew overhead. (IMEMC 6 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot three Palestinians, including one child, with expanding 

bullets in Al-Biereh city, in the central West Bank. The soldiers also injured 

six Palestinians near Nablus. The soldiers attacked Palestinian protesters 

with live rounds, including illegal expanding bullets, rubber-coated steel 

bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot three Palestinians, including one 
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child, 14 years of age, with expanding bullets to their legs. (IMEMC 6 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians and invaded the homes of 

former political prisoners in Arraba town, south of Jenin, in the northern 

part of the occupied West Bank. Many army jeeps invaded the town before 

storming and ransacking the homes of several former political prisoners 

and interrogating them. The soldiers threatened to arrest and imprison the 

former political prisoners without providing any reason or justification. 

Some of them have been identified as Mustafa Sheebani, Abu Jasser 

Sheebani, Tareq Qa’dan, Rami Lahlouh, Mohammad Mardawi, Abu Ja’far 

Ezzeddin, and Basyouni Al-Arda. The invasion led to protests before the 

soldiers fired many rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion 

grenades. Many Palestinians suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation 

before receiving treatment. (IMEMC 6 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation army carried out a limited incursion into the north 

of the Gaza Strip border. Six armored bulldozers escorted by three tanks 

advanced from a military post into a border area in the north of Beit Lahia 

town. The heavy machinery embarked on leveling and digging swaths of 

agricultural land, which are located several meters away from the border 

fence. (PALINFO 6 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired live ammunition and tear gas canisters at bird hunters 

in the east of al-Tuffah neighborhood in Gaza City as well as at swaths of 

cultivated land in the east of Deir al-Balah. No one was reportedly hurt in 

the shooting attack. (PALINFO 6 December 2022) 

 Three Palestinians, including a teenager, were shot and injured  with 

banned bullets that expand upon impact and create massive wounds, also 

known as the Dumdum bullets, during clashes with Israeli military forces 

in the city of al-Bireh, in Ramallah governorate. Three people were injured, 

including a 14-year-old teen, who were all shot with Dumdum bullets in 

their lower extremities. (WAFA 6 December 2022) 

 Several Palestinians suffocated after inhaling tear gas fired at them by the 

Israeli military during clashes that broke out in the town of al-Khader to the 

south of Bethlehem. Clashes concentrated in the al-Tal area in the Old City 

of Bethlehem, during which forces fired live ammunition, tear gas canisters, 

and stun grenades at the town residents, causing a number of people to 

suffocate. (WAFA 6 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Palestinians, including university students, suffocated by tear 

gas fired by Israeli forces toward the entrance to the Palestine Technical 

University to the north of Hebron, in the southern occupied West Bank. 
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Israeli forces fired tear gas canisters and stun grenades toward the entrance 

of the Palestine Technical University – Khadoorie, causing dozens of 

students and residents to suffocate. Forces further closed the entrance and 

prevented students from entering or leaving the university. (WAFA 6 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers and undercover officers invaded Nablus and its Old City, in 

the northern part of the occupied West Bank, before using armed drones to 

fire missiles at homes, leading to protests and exchanges of fire with 

resistance fighters, and injured three young men. The soldiers surrounded 

a home in the Old City and attempted to abduct a young man, but he 

managed to escape, especially after Palestinian resistance fighters 

exchanged fire with them. The army used undercover soldiers in the Old 

City, but the Palestinians became aware of their presence despite their 

disguise as construction workers and forced them to retreat. Many soldiers 

also invaded and ransacked homes and used their rooftops as firing posts 

and monitoring towers. The soldiers also wired and detonated the main 

doors of several homes in the Old City, before breaking into them, causing 

excessive damage. Furthermore, the army also used armed drones to fire 

missiles at a home inhabited by an elderly woman who was visiting one of 

her daughters at the time of the attack. The army shot a young man with a 

bullet that grazed his head and another bullet in the back. The soldiers also 

injured two young Palestinian men with bullet fragments before Palestinian 

Red Crescent medics rushed to the aid of the wounded Palestinians, but the 

soldiers stopped their ambulances and delayed their arrival. (IMEMC 7 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded many shops in Nabi Saleh and Kafr Ein, near 

Ramallah, and violently searched them, causing excessive damage. 

(IMEMC 7 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers killed a Palestinian man in Silwad town, east of 

Ramallah, in the central part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers killed 

Mojahed Mahmoud Hamed, 32, from Silwad town, east of Ramallah. The 

soldiers chased the young man, opened fire at him, and took him to an 

unknown destination before the Israeli side later informed the General 

Authority of Civil Affairs that the young man had died from his wounds. 

The Israeli army initially refused to allow the transfer of the corpse of the 

slain young man to the Palestinians, but later all handed his body to a 

Palestinian ambulance. (IMEMC 7 December 2022) 
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 The Israeli soldiers invaded Kafr Ein village, northwest of Ramallah, 

leading to protests, before shooting a young man with several live rounds 

in the chest, pelvis, and thigh; his wounds have been described as 

moderate-to-severe. (IMEMC 7 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Beit Rima town, northwest of Ramallah in the 

central West Bank, leading to protests before the army injured many 

Palestinians. The soldiers stormed and ransacked many homes and stored 

and confiscated surveillance recordings. Many Palestinians protested the 

invasion before the soldiers fired gas bombs and concussion grenades at 

them and surrounding homes, causing several Palestinians to suffer the 

effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 8 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers killed three young men and injured several Palestinians 

after the army invaded Jenin city and Jenin refugee camp in the northern 

West Bank. The invasion was carried out by dozens of armored military 

vehicles, including bulldozers before the soldiers stormed and ransacked 

many homes and occupied rooftops to use as sniper posts and monitoring 

towers. The invasion led to massive protests in Jenin city and the Jenin 

refugee camp before the soldiers fired dozens of live rounds, rubber-coated 

steel bullets, and gas bombs. Several Israeli military vehicles were seen at a 

distance and undercover Israeli soldiers at an intersection nearby before the 

soldiers shoot one of the Palestinians not far from his car. Another 

Palestinian was killed by the soldiers not far from where the soldiers fatally 

shot the first young man. The slain Palestinians were identified as Sidqi 

Siddeeq Zakarna, 29, from Jenin city, Tareq Fawzi Ad-Damaj, 29, from Jenin 

refugee camp, and Ata Yassin Shalabi, 46, from Qabatia town, south of 

Jenin. Ata worked at an Israeli factory in a colony near Al-Jalama and was 

heading to his work when he saw a car that had the bodies of Sidqi and 

Tareq and rushed to try to help them, but just as he reached the car, the 

soldiers shot him with a live round in the head, three in the chest and three 

in the back. The soldiers shot Sidqi with several live rounds before one of 

the military jeeps sped toward and ran over him. The soldiers fired several 

live rounds at a Palestinian ambulance transporting a wounded Palestinian 

and that the driver was almost killed when the soldiers fired live rounds at 

its windshield. The soldiers also shot with live fire two other Palestinians, 

inflicting moderate-to-severe wounds. (IMEMC 8 December 2022) 

 The Israeli navy attacked Palestinian fishing boats with live fire and gas 

bombs and fired many flares, forcing the fishermen to leave. (IMEMC 8 

December 2022) 
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 Israeli forces removed a Palestine flag off a school building in al-Lubban 

Ash-Sharqiya village, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus. 

Israeli soldiers sneaked their way into the school building in the early 

morning hours, took down the Palestine flag, and raised the Israeli flag atop 

the building. This was not the first time for the Palestine flag to be taken 

down, but was the first to have the Israeli flag raised instead. (WAFA 8 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians in the Al-Khader town, south of 

Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank. Several military jeeps invaded the 

At-Tal area, leading to protests before the soldiers fired rubber-coated steel 

bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The soldiers caused many 

Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 9 December 

2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers abducted Mo’tasem Nasser Abu Ermeila, 19, while 

crossing a military roadblock south of the Ibrahimi Mosque, near Hebron, 

in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. (IMEMC 9 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured a Palestinian in the central part of the occupied West 

Bank in Nabi Saleh, north of Ramallah. Several army vehicles invaded the 

town, leading to protests before the soldiers fired live rounds, rubber-

coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The soldiers shot 

a young man with a live round in the leg, causing moderate-but-stable 

wounds. The soldiers also caused many Palestinians to suffer the effects of 

tear gas inhalation and closed the town’s main entrance. (IMEMC 9 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians, including a child, in Beit Dahan, 

east of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. Dozens of 

Palestinians held the weekly nonviolent procession in the town before the 

soldiers attacked them with Rubber coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades. The soldiers shot a child with a rubber-coated steel 

bullet and cases at least ten Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. (IMEMC 9 December 2022) 

 Israeli navy ships attacked Palestinian fishing boats with live fire and gas 

bombs near the shores of the northern part of the besieged Gaza Strip. The 

Israeli navy attacked the boats with live fire and high-velocity gas bombs 

near the shores of Al-Waha, As-Sundaiyya, and Beit Lahia. The navy used 
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water cannons to attack the boats and chased them to the shore. The attacks 

led to damage but did not result in injuries. (IMEMC 9 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers killed a teenage boy, seriously injured two others, and 

wounded three in Aboud village, northwest of Ramallah, in the central part 

of the occupied West Bank. The slain Palestinian was identified as Dia’ 

Mohammad Shafiq Rimawi, 16. The soldiers also shot two other teenage 

boys, causing moderate wounds, one was shot in the chest and the other in 

his leg. The soldiers left Dia’ bleeding on the ground without medical aid 

after refusing to allow Palestinian medics to approach him. Dia was the 

oldest sibling in his family, was an eleventh-grade student at a school in 

Beit Rima and is the nephew of William Rimawi, imprisoned by Israel and 

serving a 32-year sentence. (IMEMC 9 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a young Palestinian man before abducting him and 

another Palestinian near Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West 

bank. The soldiers fired several rounds at a Palestinian car on a bypass road 

near the village. The soldiers shot one of the Palestinians before abducting 

him and another young man who was in the car and took them to an 

unknown destination. There has been no information about the extent of 

injuries of the wounded Palestinian, especially since the soldiers abducted 

him. (IMEMC 9 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian child sustained an injury from Israeli army gunfire in Beit 

Dajan town, east of the occupied West Bank city of Nablus. Israeli forces 

used fatal violence to disperse a rally to defend Palestinian-owned land, 

east of the town, threatened with confiscation to make room for colonial 

settlement construction, injuring a child by rubber-coated steel bullets and 

causing 10 others to suffocate from tear gas inhalation. Palestinians across 

Historic Palestine have been rising up against decades of Israeli settler- 

colonialism and apartheid. (WAFA 9 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired live rounds at Palestinian farmers and bird hunters in 

the central and southern parts of the Gaza Strip. The soldiers, stationed 

across the perimeter fence, fired many live rounds and high-velocity gas 

bombs at Palestinian farmers east of Khan Younis, in the southern part of 

the Gaza Strip. The soldiers also fired live rounds and high-velocity gas 

bombs at farmers east of the Central District. The soldiers also attacked with 

live fire and gas bombs at bird hunters east of Juhr Ed-Deel and east of the 

Tuffah neighborhood, southeast and northeast of Gaza. (IMEMC 10 

December 2022) 
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 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) opened fire and tear gas grenades at 

Palestinian bird hunters and farmers as they were working in border areas 

in the Gaza Strip. Israeli soldiers fired live ammunition and tear gas 

canisters from military posts and tanks behind the border fence at a group 

of bird hunters in the east of Gaza City. The IOF also attacked farmers and 

their fields in different areas of the border, particularly in the east of Khan 

Yunis and Deir al-Balah. No one was reportedly hurt in the IOF attacks. The 

IOF repeatedly attacks farmers, shepherds, bird hunters and citizens during 

their presence in border areas inside Gaza at the pretext that they are not 

allowed to enter no-go areas near the border fence.(PALINFO 10 

DECEMBER 2022) 

 A number of Palestinian citizens suffered from their exposure to tear gas 

during violent clashes with the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) in Beit 

Ummar town in northern Hebron. The clashes started after the IOF closed 

the main entrance of Beit Ummar town with a road barrier and obstructed 

the movement of local residents as they were marching in a funeral 

procession and trying to go to the cemetery. During the events, many 

mourners suffered from inhaling tear gas as soldiers fired volleys of tear 

gas at them and the nearby cemetery. Meanwhile, the IOF kidnaped on the 

same day a Palestinian citizen during clashes with local youths in Nabi 

Saleh village in the northwest of Ramallah. (PALINFO 10 DECEMBER 

2022) 

 Israeli police forces attacked Palestinian citizens as they gathered in Bab al-

Amud area in the Old City of Jerusalem to celebrate the Moroccan national 

team’s success in reaching the semi-finals of the World Cup in Qatar after 

its victory over its Portuguese counterpart. A large number of police forces 

stormed Bab al-Amud square and nearby streets and embarked on 

assaulting the celebrating citizens and chasing them in the area. (PALINFO 

10 DECEMBER 2022) 

 Israeli forces raided and ransacked the Culture Ministry Office in the 

northern West Bank city of Jenin. Israeli troops blew up the main door and 

entered the office, tampering with its contents and causing damage to the 

books and a number of paintings. During the same raid, the 

soldiers gunned down three Palestinians and injured 10 others. (WAFA 8 

December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces confiscated a Palestinian-owned bager and 

prevented farmers from attending and plowing their lands in Masafer Yatta 

area, to the south of Hebron in the occupied West Bank. The Israeli army 

confiscated a bager working on land in the village of Zwedin in Masafer 

https://english.wafa.ps/Pages/Details/132255
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Yatta, and prevented farmers from attending to their lands in  preparation 

for the winter farming season. Meantime, the Israeli occupation forces 

prevented farmers from plowing their lands in the village of al-Samra, also 

in Masafer Yatta, and forced them to leave their lands. (WAFA 10 December 

2022) 
 Israeli soldiers abducted five Palestinians, including four siblings, in the Al-

Mokassar area in the West Bank’s Northern Plains. The soldiers invaded 

and violently searched several homes in the area. The soldiers abducted 

Adel Abdul-Mahdi Ghayyath Salameen, in addition to Hasan, and his 

brothers Kayed, Badea’ and Mohammad Adnan Salameen. The soldiers 

also chased and stopped a tractor while working on Palestinian lands in the 

area. (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot two young Palestinian men and abducted five in Jenin 

and Hebron in the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded the Al-

Bayader area in the Eastern Neighborhood of Jenin city, in the northern part 

of the West Bank, leading to protests. The  soldiers shot two young men 

with live rounds in the leg. The soldiers also abducted a young man, whose 

identity was unknown at the time of this report, and deployed snipers on 

rooftops of tall buildings in Jenin city. Furthermore, the soldiers abducted 

Samer Freihat, from the Jenin refugee camp while crossing the Al-Hamra 

military roadblock in the West Bank’s Northern Plains. The soldiers also 

invaded Yatta town, south of Hebron in the southern part of the West Bank, 

and abducted three Palestinians, Bilal Rib’ey Al-Yatim, 46, Bara’ Bilal Al-

Yatim, and Wajdi Jamal Al-Yatim, 22. (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians after the army invaded the Al-

Arroub refugee camp north of the southern West Bank city of Hebron, 

leading to protests. The soldiers invaded several neighborhoods, and the 

area near the main bypass road, leading to protests, before firing many live 

rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot a 

young man with a live round in the leg and caused many Palestinians to 

suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded the Eastern neighborhood of Jenin city, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank, killed a child while standing on 

her home’s rooftop, injured a young man, and abducted three. The attack 

occurred before midnight when undercover soldiers following many 

several armored military vehicles invaded Jenin. The soldiers killed Jenna 

Majdi Essam Zakarna, 15, after shooting her with live fire in the head. 
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Jenna’s family stated that the soldiers fatally shot her while standing on the 

rooftop of their home in the Eastern Neighborhood. Jenna went to the 

rooftop of their home to bring her cat, and that is when the soldiers shot 

her. The soldiers also stormed and ransacked many homes before 

abducting Hasan Ahmad Mer’ey, 30, Tha’er Jihad Hanthawi, 40, and his 

brother Mohammad, 33. Furthermore, the soldiers caused damage to 

several parked cars and a shop during protests that took place in the Al-

Bayader area in Jenin. The soldiers also shot a young man with a bullet in 

the leg suffering mild-to-moderate wounds. (IMEMC 12 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians after the army invaded the Al-

Arroub refugee camp north of the southern West Bank city of Hebron, 

leading to protests. The soldiers invaded several neighborhoods, and the 

area near the main bypass road, leading to protests, before firing many live 

rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot a 

young man with a live round in the leg and caused many Palestinians to 

suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 12 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian from the Al-Isawiya town, east of the occupied capital, 

Jerusalem, in the West Bank, was forced to demolish his under-construction 

home. The Israeli City Council in occupied Jerusalem forced Tha’er Obeid 

to demolish his 100 square meter home under the pretext of being built 

without a permit. Obeid had to demolish his home to avoid the excessively 

high fines and fees imposed by the city council if it carried the demolition 

out using its workers and equipment. Obeid received the demolition order 

three months ago before he contacted lawyers and started a legal battle in 

Israeli courts trying to save his home but to no avail. (IMEMC 12 December 

2022) 

 Israeli military vehicles, including bulldozers, invaded Palestinian lands 

east of Gaza city and bulldozed them. Nine armored military vehicles 

invaded the Palestinian lands east of the Sheja’ehyya neighborhood, east of 

Gaza city. The army bulldozed and uprooted lands near the perimeter fence 

and removed agricultural sheds. During the invasion, the soldiers fired live 

rounds and smoke grenades to force the farmer to leave their lands. 

(IMEMC 12 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers caused many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation in the Al-Arroub refugee camp, north of Hebron, in the southern 

part of the occupied West Bank. Dozens of Palestinians protested near the 
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main entrance of the refugee camp, where the army has a permeant 

concrete-fortified military tower. The soldiers fired a barrage of gas bombs 

and concussion grenades at random, some hitting homes, causing many 

Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers also 

closed many surrounding roads, stopped and searched many cars, and 

interrogated the Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. (IMEMC 14 

December 2022) 

 Dozens of Israeli soldiers invaded Beit Ummar town, north of Hebron in 

the southern part of the occupied West Bank, searched and ransacked many 

homes, abducted sixteen Palestinians, including children and siblings, and 

injured a former political prisoner. The soldiers also abducted a young man 

in Hebron city. The soldiers used explosives to break into several homes in 

Beit Ummar and conducted violent searches, causing excessive damage. 

The soldiers confiscated clothes and posters of Palestinians killed by the 

army in previous invasions. During the violent invasions of homes, the 

soldiers assaulted a former political prisoner, Hatem Ahmad Sabarna, and 

abducted his son. Hatem suffered a leg fracture and various lacerations. 

(IMEMC 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Askar refugee camp, east of the northern West Bank 

city of Nablus, assaulted and injured two Palestinians, and abducted two 

others. The soldiers invaded the refugee camp before storming and 

ransacking several homes, causing damage. The soldiers repeatedly 

assaulted two young men, causing various lacerations and bruises. During 

the violent searches of homes, the soldiers abducted Hisham Hamed 

Awwad, 22, and Nasser Khamis Abdullah, the son of Khamis, whom Israeli 

soldiers killed in 2010. (IMEMC 15 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers abducted Ala’ Nimir, 23, after storming his home and 

ransacking in the Al- Modawwar village south of the northern West Bank 

city of Qalqilia. (IMEMC 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers attacked the weekly procession in Kufur Qaddoum, east of 

the northern West Bank city of Qalqilia, and injured many Palestinians. The 

Palestinians gathered in front of the local Omar Bin Al-Khattab mosque and 

marched while chanting for ongoing popular resistance and steadfastness 

amidst escalating Israeli violations. The Israeli soldiers attacked the 

procession with gas bombs and concussion grenades, causing many 

Palestinians, including children, to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. 
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The soldiers also tried to ambush and abduct some protesters who 

managed to escape. (IMEMC 16 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians, including one who suffered 

serious wounds, in several parts of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers 

shot and seriously injured a young man during protests near Betunia town, 

west of the central West Bank city of Ramallah. The soldiers shot the young 

man with live fire in the thigh. The soldiers also attacked the weekly 

procession against the colonies in Beit Dajan, east of the northern West Bank 

city of Nablus, causing at least fifteen Palestinians to suffer the effects of 

tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 16 December 2022) 

 In Madama, south of Nablus, the Israeli soldiers shot a Palestinian with a 

gas bomb in the head and caused at least seven to suffer the effects of tear 

gas inhalation during protests that took place when the residents 

intercepted an invasion by paramilitary Israeli colonizers who attacked 

homes and cars, causing damage. (IMEMC 16 December 2022) 

 In Osarin village, south of Nablus, the Israeli soldiers shot three Palestinians 

with gas bombs and caused 25, including an elderly woman, to suffer the 

effects of tear gas inhalation in Osarin village, south of Nablus. (IMEMC 16 

December 2022) 

 In Bethlehem, the Israeli soldiers invaded the Al-Miftah area at the eastern 

entrance of the ‘Aida refugee camp, north of the city, leading to protests 

and fired many gas bombs and concussion grenades at the protesters and 

surrounding homes, causing many to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. (IMEMC 16 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers assaulted and injured a Palestinian child in Tuqu’ town, 

southeast of Bethlehem, during protests that took place when several army 

jeeps invaded it. (IMEMC 16 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian youth sustained a moderate to serious injury outside the 

Israeli prison of Ofer, to the southwest of Ramallah in the central West 

Bank. The youth, who was not yet identified, sustained an injury from an 

Israeli gunshot in his thigh bone, and his condition was described as 

moderate to serious. (WAFA 16 December 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds and gas bombs at Palestinian farmers 

on their land east of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. 

The soldiers, stationed in the Kissufim military base across the fence east of 

Khan Younis, fired many live rounds and gas bombs at the farmers. The 

attack did not lead to casualties but forced the Palestinians to leave their 

land. (IMEMC 17 December 2022) 

 Two Palestinian siblings were killed after a speeding illegal Israeli colonizer 

rammed them with his car near the Za’tara Israeli military roadblock south 

of the northern West Bank city of Nablus and fled the scene. The two 

siblings, Mohammad Yousef Mteir, 37, and his brother Mohannad, 19, were 

with their families heading back to Qalandia after shopping in Nablus to 

prepare for their niece’s wedding, and their sister’s engagement, both 

planned to be held two weeks from now. Their brother, Ahmad, headed 

along with his four brothers to Nablus, and on their way back home, their 

car had a flat tire and had to park on the side of the road to fix it before the 

speeding colonizer rammed them with his car and sped away. The area 

where they parked was open, away from traffic, and visible to incoming 

vehicles, but the colonizer, contrary to Israeli army allegations, deliberately 

went out of his way to ram them with his speeding car before fleeing the 

scene. Ahmad stated that he and his two other brothers narrowly escaped 

the incident unharmed, but Mohammad and Mohannad were directly 

struck by the colonizer’s car. (IMEMC 17 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians near the main entrance of the 

Al-‘Arroub refugee camp, north of Hebron, in the southern part of the West 

Bank. Several army jeeps invaded the main entrance area of the refugee 

camp, leading to protests before the soldiers fired many rubber-coated steel 

bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. Dozens of Palestinians 

suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation, cuts, and bruises. (IMEMC 17 

December 2022) 

 In Hebron, the Israeli soldiers invaded the city’s southern area and fired 

many gas bombs and concussion grenades at protesters, and surrounding 

homes, causing one home to catch fire. The home’s owner, Bajes Omran 

Gheith, suffers from various chronic conditions; several family members, 

especially children, suffered anxiety attacks. (IMEMC 17 December 2022) 

 Many Israeli military vehicles invaded Askar Al-Qadim refugee camp, east 

of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, shot two Palestinians, and 
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abducted a father and his son. The soldiers surrounded a home and 

occupied the rooftops of many homes and buildings, leading to protests. 

The soldiers also fired dozens of live rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, 

gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The soldiers shot a Palestinian with a 

bullet in the leg and one with a rubber-coated steel bullet and caused fifteen 

Palestinians, including a pregnant woman, to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. The soldiers also invaded and ransacked many homes and 

abducted Nasser Mousa Naqib, 47, and his son Mohammad, 21. (IMEMC 

18 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian woman near Bab Al-Asbat, one of the 

gates of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in occupied Jerusalem, in the West Bank. The 

soldiers stopped the woman while heading to the holy site and refused to 

allow her through before abducting her. The soldiers took the abducted 

woman for interrogation at the nearby Al-Qashla Police Station. The 

soldiers stopped many women at the gates of Al-Aqsa and refused to allow 

them to enter the holy site to allow large groups of Israeli colonizers to tour 

the courtyard of the holy site. (IMEMC 18 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers stole 120 sheep from a shepherd in Arraba town, south of 

Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The colonizers came 

from the illegal Mabo Dotan colony nearby Ya’bad town southwest of Jenin. 

The colonizers invaded Palestinian grazing lands in Arraba, stole the sheep 

owned by Emad Lufti Zoheir, and took them to their colony. (IMEMC 19 

December 2022) 

 Clashes erupted between Palestinian youths and Israeli occupation forces 

(IOF) in different areas in the West Bank. In Jenin, two shooting incidents 

were reported after a group of settlers stormed Tarzala evacuated 

settlement under military protection. A Palestinian young man was injured 

as clashes broke out in Faqou'a, east of Jenin, after being stormed by IOF 

troops amid heavy firing of live ammunition and teargas bombs.  Similar 

confrontation erupted in Tuqu' and Beit Tamar towns in Bethlehem. No 

injuries were reported during the clashes.  In al-Khalil, the IOF blocked a 

Palestinian child's funeral procession in Beit Ummar town. Meanwhile, 

clashes erupted in al-Ram town in Occupied Jerusalem amid heavy firing 

of teargas bombs. Also in Jerusalem, a Palestinian child was detained in 

Issawiya town and taken to a nearby detention center. (PALINFO 19 

December 2022) 
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 The Israeli occupation army carried out a limited incursion into the 

southeast of the Gaza Strip border. Several armored bulldozers escorted by 

tanks advanced from a military post into a border area in the east of Rafah 

area, south of Gaza. The heavy machinery embarked on leveling and 

digging swaths of agricultural land, which are located several meters away 

from the border fence. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation forces fired 

volleys of tear gas canisters at swaths of cultivated land and a Palestinian 

observation post in the east of Khuza’a town, east of Khan Yunis. 

(PALINFO 19 December 2022 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians in Halhoul and the Al-

‘Arroub refugee camp, north of Hebron, in the southern part of the 

occupied West Bank. Many military vehicles invaded the Al-Arroub 

refugee camp town to accompany dozens of colonizers to a nearby area, 

leading to protests. The soldiers fired several live rounds, gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades, causing scores of Palestinians, including many in 

their homes, to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers also 

accompanied colonizers into an archeological area in Halhoul town and 

surrounded many Palestinian communities, leading to protests before the 

army fired gas bombs and concussion grenades, causing several injuries. 

(IMEMC 20 December 2022) 

 Armed clashes broke out between a Palestinian resistance fighter and the 

Israeli occupation forces (IOF) after the latter encircled a house in 

Bethlehem City. A large number of Israeli troops stormed Wadi Maali area 

in the city and encircled a house after receiving information that a wanted 

ex-detainee called Ayyad al-Harimi, from the Islamic Jihad Movement, was 

inside it. (IMEMC 20 December 2022) 

 A number of Palestinians suffocated after inhaling tear gas fired at them by 

Israeli forces during clashes that broke out in the village of Husan to the 

west of Bethlehem. Clashes broke out at the eastern entrance to the village, 

during which forces fired stun grenades and tear gas canisters toward the 

village residents, causing a number of people to suffocate. They were all 

treated at the scene. (WAFA 20 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian teenager was shot and injured in the head with rubber-coated 

steel bullets during clashes that broke out in the town of Abu Dis, east of 

occupied Jerusalem. Clashes erupted in the town of Abu Dis, during which 

Israeli forces fired rubber-coated metal bullets and tear gas canisters toward 

Palestinian locals, shooting and injuring a 17-year-old teenager in the head 

with rubber-coated-steel bullets. The teenage boy was taken to hospital, 
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where his condition was described as moderate. Israeli forces fired at the 

boy from a very short distance and physically attacked the teen’s parents 

who tried to prevent the soldiers from detaining their son. (WAFA 20 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a young man near Jericho in the northeastern part of 

the occupied West Bank. Several army jeeps accompanied Israeli colonizers 

into an area near the Ein Al-Sultan refugee camp in the city’s center, while 

the soldiers also invaded its main entrance. The soldiers fired many live 

rounds, gas bombs, and concussion grenades at many Palestinians to force 

them to leave. The soldiers shot one Palestinian with live fire. (IMEMC 21 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Abu Dis town, southeast of the occupied capital, 

Jerusalem, in the West Bank, and injured several Palestinians. The soldiers 

invaded the area around the Al-Quds University, leading to protests, and 

fired many live rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The 

soldiers fired the gas bombs at the protesters and the University campus, 

causing dozens to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 21 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded Husan town, west of Bethlehem, and caused 

many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation during ensuing 

protests. (IMEMC 21 December 2022) 

 Several Israeli military vehicles invaded many neighborhoods in Nablus 

city, searched several homes, and interrogated many Palestinians. The 

soldiers invaded and ransacked many homes in the Old City, Ras Al-Ein, 

and the areas surrounding Jirzim mountain. The soldiers closed many 

streets and isolated neighborhoods before invading them and searched 

homes. The soldiers also installed roadblocks on Sorra road and Deir Sharaf 

Junction, west of Nablus, stopped and searched many cars, and 

interrogated scores of Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. Earlier 

at dawn, the soldiers closed the Tal town gate, southwest of Nablus, and 

prevented the Palestinians from crossing. (IMEMC 21 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces uprooted dozens of olive saplings and demolished an 

agricultural room belonging to Palestinians in the town of Battir to the west 

of Bethlehem, in the south of the West Bank. Israeli forces stormed an area 

to the east of the town and proceeded to raze a privately-owned Palestinian 

land, uprooting around 50 olive saplings. Forces also demolished an 
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agricultural room under the pretext of being built without an Israeli-issued 

permit, which is rarely given to Palestinians. (WAFA 21 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers killed a young Palestinian man and injured thirty-seven, 

including three who suffered life-threatening wounds, after dozens of army 

jeeps invaded the eastern area of Nablus city in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The invasion led to protests before the army fired a 

barrage of live rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades. The soldiers killed a young man, Ahmad Atef 

Mustafa Daraghma, 23, from Tubas in the northeastern West Bank, after 

shooting him with two live rounds in the back and one in the leg. The 

soldiers also shot six Palestinians with live fire, including three who 

suffered life-threatening wounds and three who were injured by shrapnel, 

and two who were shot with rubber-coated steel bullets in the eye and the 

arm, in addition to at least 29 who suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. 

(IMEMC 22 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) banished an Islamic Awqaf 

employee and two Jerusalemite children from the Aqsa Mosque for 

different periods. The Israeli police handed Mahmoud Abu Kharroub, who 

works as an Islamic Awqaf guard at the Aqsa Mosque, a notice ordering 

him to stay away from the Mosque for one extendable week. Police officers 

detained Abu Kharroub during his work at the Aqsa Mosque after he 

objected to the presence of a Jewish settler wearing a T-shirt with an Israeli 

flag printed on its back. In addition to his work as a guard, Abu Kharroub 

works voluntarily as a holy Qur’an teacher at the Mosque. Two children 

identified as Izzuddin Jamjoom, 13, and Yasser Jamjoom, 12, were also 

handed notices ordering them not to enter the Aqsa Mosque for 15 days on 

allegations of disturbing the Jewish occasion of Hanukkah. The kids were 

rounded up by police officers at the Bab al-Amud area in the Old City of 

Jerusalem after they left the Mosque. (PALINFO 22 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) kidnaped a Palestinian passenger at the 

Beit Hanoun (Erez) border crossing in the north of the Gaza Strip as he was 

trying to get approval for travel to the occupied territories. The Gazan 

passenger, Husam Abu Yunis, went to the crossing to finish processing his 

travel request, but he was detained after Israeli officers questioned him, . 

(PALINFO 22 December 2022) 
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 Israeli occupation forces (IOF) launched a limited incursion into eastern 

Gaza Strip, carrying out levelling operations in the area. Five Israeli 

bulldozers and armored vehicles raided eastern Zaitun neighborhood and 

levelled lands and damaged property and crops belonging to Palestinian 

citizens. (PALINFO 22 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Ya’bad town and the villages of Rommana and 

Zabbouba, southwest and west of Jenin in the northern West Bank, and 

conducted extensive searches. The soldiers also invaded the Ar-Ram town, 

north of the occupied capital, Jerusalem, and fired many gas bombs to force 

the Palestinians to leave the streets. (IMEMC 22 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) uprooted dozens of olive saplings and 

demolished an agricultural facility in Battir town, west of Bethlehem. The 

IOF troops stormed the al-Khammar area east of the town and uprooted 

about 30 olive seedlings belonging to the Palestinian citizen Ahmed 

Mustafa Awaina.  They also demolished an agricultural facility belonging 

to the local resident Hussein Khalil al-Qaisi for allegedly being built 

without permit. (PALINFO 22 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers attacked the weekly procession in Kufur Qaddoum, east of 

the northern West Bank city of Qalqilia, and injured many Palestinians, 

including two journalists. The soldiers attacked the protesters with live fire, 

rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The 

soldiers shot four Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets and caused 

dozens of Palestinians, including two journalists, two suffer the effects of 

tear gas inhalation. The two journalists have been identified as Nidal 

Eshteyya and Abdul-Majid Adwan. The soldiers hid in an abandoned home 

and tried to ambush and abduct several protesters who managed to escape. 

(IMEMC 23 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured 33 Palestinians during weekly processions against 

the illegal colonies in several areas of the Nablus governorate in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers caused 27 

Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation in Beit Dajan, east of 

Nablus. The soldiers also caused six Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear 

gas inhalation in Sbeih Mountain in Beita town, south of Nablus. The 

soldiers also attacked protesters in Qaryout town, south of Nablus, and 

closed several streets. Dozens of colonizers invaded the Qaryout Spring 

area and surrounding lands. Many soldiers accompanied the colonizers 
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and fired live rounds and gas bombs at the Palestinians to force them to 

leave. (IMEMC 23 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers abducted two Palestinians from their homes in Doura 

town and confiscated a tractor in Yatta, south of Hebron, in the southern 

part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded Doura, stormed and 

ransacked several homes, and abducted two young men, Nadim Bassam 

Faqqousa and Morad Mohammad Hamdan. The soldiers also invaded 

Yatta and confiscated a tractor plowing Palestinian lands owned by the 

local Jabarin family in the Um ar-Radea area. The soldiers confiscated the 

tractor near the illegal Avigal colony. The soldiers forced the Palestinians 

to leave their lands in the area subject to constant violations as part of the 

attempts to expand the colony by annexing more Palestinian lands. 

(IMEMC 23 December 2022) 

 In Kafr Qaddum, four Palestinians were injured by Israeli occupation forces 

during the weekly anti-colonization protest. Israeli occupation soldiers 

attacked the protesters with rubber-coated rounds and tear gas canisters, 

injuring four Palestinians by rubber-coated rounds and causing many cases 

of suffocation from gas inhalation. Two journalists were lightly injured after 

being hit by Israeli teargas canisters while covering the protest. (WAFA 23 

December 2022) 

 A Palestinian youth was injured by an Israeli rubber-coated round in his 

chest during confrontations with the Israeli occupation army in the village 

of Usarin, to the south of Nablus. (WAFA 23 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) stormed Jenin refugee camp, northern 

West Bank, which led to the outbreak of violent clashes. IOF troops 

accompanied by several military jeeps broke into the refugee camp and 

raided a local house belonging to Maher Turkman in the Al-Hadaf area in 

a failed attempt to arrest him. During the raid, armed clashes erupted 

between IOF and resistance fighters, who forced the soldiers to withdraw 

from the area. (PALINFO 24 December 2022) 

 Clashes broke out in Osrin town, south of Nablus, after being violently 

stormed by the Israeli occupation forces (IOF).  The IOF arrested the ex-

prisoner, Baraa Al-Barghouti, from Beit Rima, Ramallah, at Halamish 

military checkpoint near Nabi Saleh town.  (PALINFO 24 December 2022) 

 In Jenin, IOF troops stopped and confiscated a Palestinian vehicle and set 

up several checkpoints throughout the city. The IOF troops accompanied 
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by several military jeeps broke into the Jenin refugee camp and raided a 

local house belonging to Maher Turkman in the Al-Hadaf area in a failed 

attempt to arrest him. (PALINFO 24 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired sporadic live rounds at Palestinian structures and 

homes near the perimeter fence east of Khan Younis in the southern part of 

the Gaza Strip. The soldiers, in their military bases across the fence east of 

the coastal region, fired dozens of live rounds at homes, sheds, and 

structures east of Khuza’a town, east of Khan Younis. The attacks caused 

serious property damage to several structures and at least one home where 

the family barely escaped unharmed despite the damage to their property. 

(IMEMC 25 December 2022) 

 The Israeli army opened levees along the perimeter fence east of Gaza, 

causing accumulating heavy rainwater to flood homes and agricultural 

lands in Gaza. The army opened the levees toward agricultural lands near 

the fence, east of Gaza city, and east of the central area of the coastal region. 

The water flooded many homes in neighborhoods east of Gaza city, Deir 

Al-Balah, Al-Boreij, and az-Zawaida in the Central District. The army also 

opened levies east of Khan Younis in the southern part of the Gaza Strip, 

causing significant losses to the farmers’ lands, sheds, and homes. The 

locals, along with Civil Defense teams and workers of local municipalities, 

rushed to the flooded areas to help the families, and continue to monitor 

their conditions, especially amidst the heavy rainfall. (IMEMC 25 December 

2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities contributed to the flooding of Gaza towns 

and destruction of agricultural land east of the cities of Khan Yunis and Deir 

al-Balah, in the south and center of the Gaza Strip, by opening the ducts in 

the dams located on the Israeli side of the border fence. Israel flooded 

dozens of homes and hundreds of dunums of agricultural lands after 

opening the ducts to release the collected rainwater towards the low areas 

in the cities and towns in the besieged Gaza Strip, which led to huge 

material losses in property. Two days ago, the occupation forces also 

opened rain the ducts east of the city of Deir al-Balah, which led to the 

flooding of dozens of homes and agricultural lands, exacerbating the 

suffering of Gazans, especially in light of the heavy rain that fell on the Gaza 

Strip. (IMEMC 26 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers assaulted a Palestinian man in his home in Husan village, 

west of the West Bank city of Bethlehem, causing several fractures in his 
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ribs, and also assaulted a physically challenged man. The soldiers invaded 

the home of Ahmad Saleh Hamamra, 45, and ransacked the property before 

assaulting him, especially to the chest and limbs. Hamamra suffered rib 

fractures, cuts, and bruises. During the town’s invasion, the soldiers 

assaulted a physically challenged man. The invasion and assaults led to 

protests before the soldiers fired many gas bombs and concussion grenades, 

causing many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. 

(IMEMC 26 December 2022) 

 Two Palestinian citizens were beaten during a raid by the Israeli occupation 

forces (IOF) west of the West Bank city of Bethlehem. 45-year-old Ahmad 

Hamamrah suffered fractures after he was beaten by the IOF soldiers who 

stormed his house in Husan village west of Bethlehem. IOF soldiers beat 

another young man, who is disabled, during the raid in Husan.  Clashes 

took place between Palestinian youths and IOF soldiers following the 

attack, which caused breathing problems to several Palestinian citizens due 

to the IOF firing of teargas bombs at them. (WAFA, PALINFO 26 December 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers confiscated two Palestinian agricultural tractors and two 

water trucks in the Al-Maleh Village in the Northern Plains of the Jordan 

Valley in the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded agricultural lands 

and confiscated two tractors owned by Soheib Borhan Daraghma and 

Ahmad Abdul-Rahma Ersheid while working on Palestinian lands. The 

soldiers closed the area before invading the Palestinian lands, confiscating 

the tractors, and forcing the Palestinians out. It is worth mentioning that the 

soldiers have confiscated more than 100 agricultural vehicles, including 

tractors, towed carts and containers, water tanks, and cars, from the 

Palestinians in several parts of the Northern Plains since the beginning of 

this year. (IMEMC 27 December 2022) 

 In Beit Ummar town, north of Hebron, the Israeli soldiers invaded the Za’ta 

area, chased many children playing there, and fired many live rounds, gas 

bombs, and concussion grenades to force them to leave. Several 

Palestinians, including some in their homes, suffered the effects of tear gas 

inhalation.  

 In the Al-Arroub refugee camp, north of Hebron, the Israeli soldiers shot a 

Palestinian with a rubber-coated steel bullet and caused many to suffer the 
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effects of tear gas inhalation, cuts, and bruises, during protests that took 

place after the army invaded it. (IMEMC 27 December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian from Tammoun, southeast of 

Tubas, in the northeastern West Bank, after stopping him at a military 

roadblock near Jericho. The soldiers abducted a former political prisoner 

and an activist with the Popular Committee against the Annexation Wall 

and colonies, Ayman Ghrayyeb after stopping him at the Al-Mo’arrajat 

military roadblock, west of Jericho. (IMEMC 27 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many rounds of live ammunition and gas bombs into 

Palestinian lands in southern Gaza. The soldiers, stationed in the Kissufim 

military base across the perimeter fence, fired many live rounds into 

Palestinian agricultural lands east of the Al-Qarara town, east of Khan 

Younis, in the southern part of the coastal region. The soldiers also fired 

many high-velocity gas bombs into farmlands east of Khan Younis. 

(IMEMC 27 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian man sustained fractures after being attacked by the Israeli 

occupation forces (IOF) in Bethlehem. The 45-year-old Palestinian Ahmed 

Saleh Hamamreh was taken to hospital for treatment after being severely 

beaten and attacked by the IOF in Hussan town in Bethlehem. Another 

young man with special needs was also beaten during the raid, which led 

to the outbreak of violent clashes. Several citizens suffered from teargas 

inhalation during the confrontations. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 In Nablus, two young men were detained in Burin town after Israeli 

Occupation Forces troops violently stormed the area. The IOF also arrested 

two boys after breaking into their family houses in Silwan town, in 

Jerusalem. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation army uprooted a number of olive trees, demolished 

an agricultural room and bulldozed a swath of land belonging to a 

Palestinian citizen in different areas of Hebron province. Israeli troops 

stormed Dura town in southern Hebron and embarked on demolishing an 

agricultural room and uprooting about 15 olive trees belonging to a farmer 

from the family of Khamaysa. They also bulldozed one dunum of land 

belonging to the same farmer. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 
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 A number of Palestinian citizens were injured after clashes were reported 

between Palestinian youths and Israeli occupation forces (IOF) in the West 

Bank city of Hebron and north of Jerusalem. Israeli soldiers fired tear gas 

bombs at Palestinian citizens in the southern area of Hebron and at the 

Tariq Ben Ziyad crossroads south of the city, causing breathing problems 

to several Palestinians, including schoolchildren.  

 The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) blocked the entrances of Beit Ummar 

village north of Hebron, imposing restrictions on the movement of a funeral 

procession heading to the graveyard of the village. (PALINFO 27 December 

2022) 

 A Palestinian young man was injured in the foot by the live bullets of IOF 

soldiers during clashes that erupted between Palestinian youths and IOF 

soldiers at the Qalandia checkpoint, north of Jerusalem. Palestinian 

protestors, including martyr Nasser Abu Hamid’s mother, headed from the 

Al-Amari refugee camp in Ramallah to the Qalandia checkpoint, calling for 

releasing the detained bodies of Palestinian martyrs. (PALINFO 27 

December 2022) 

 A Palestinian woman  sustained an injury from Israeli army gunfire in Jaba‘ 

town, south of Jenin city. The heavily-armed soldiers raided the northern 

West Bank town and opened fire at a 39-year-old woman while she was in 

front of her family house, hitting her by a round in the foot. The casualty 

was rushed to a hospital for treatment. (WAFA 28 December 2022) 

 Israeli army seized agricultural machinery from Khirbet Umm al-Jamal, 

east of Tubas city, in the northern  Jordan Valley. Israeli forces barged their 

way into the Bedouin community and confiscated a truck belonging to Adel 

Awad. They also stormed the nearby locality of al-Malih and confiscated 

two tractors and two water tankers. (WAFA 28 December 2022) 

 Israeli army targeted Palestinian farmers, east of Khan Younes and Rafah 

districts, in the southern besieged Gaza Strip. The  heavily-armed soldiers 

stationed along Gaza’s eastern frontier directly opened gunfire towards the 

farmlands, east of the districts, forcing farmers to flee for their safety. 

Meanwhile, Israeli naval boats opened machine gunfire towards fishermen 

sailing offshore Rafah, forcing them to return to the shore for their safety. 

There were no casualties. (WAFA 28 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers confiscated two Palestinian agricultural tractors and two 

water trucks in the Al-Maleh Village in the Northern Plains of the Jordan 
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Valley in the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded agricultural lands 

and confiscated two tractors owned by Soheib Borhan Daraghma and 

Ahmad Abdul-Rahma Ersheid while working on Palestinian lands. The 

soldiers closed the area before invading the Palestinian lands, confiscating 

the tractors, and forcing the Palestinians out. It is worth mentioning that the 

soldiers have confiscated more than 100 agricultural vehicles, including 

tractors, towed carts and containers, water tanks, and cars, from the 

Palestinians in several parts of the Northern Plains since the beginning of 

this year. (IMEMC 28 December 2022) 

 The Israeli navy attacked Palestinian fishermen while sailing off the 

northern Gaza coast and forced them to return to shore. The navy opened 

fire towards the fishermen and fired tear gas at them, forcing them to rush 

back to shore to avoid being injured or arrested and have their boats 

impounded. Fishing is one of the main income sources for the impoverished 

Gaza Strip, which has been under Israeli siege for the last 16 years. (WAFA 

29 December 2022) 

 Israeli navy ships attacked many Palestinian fishing boats near the shores 

of the northern part of the Gaza Strip. The navy ships fired many live 

rounds and high-velocity gas bombs at the fishing boats, sailing only three 

nautical miles from the Gaza shores. They added that the attacks took place 

near the shores of the Al-Waha and As-Sudaniyya areas, forcing the 

fishermen to leave without being able to fish to provide for families to avoid 

further escalation. (IMEMC 29 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians, including one who suffered life-

threatening wounds, in several parts of the occupied West Bank. The 

Palestinian Health Ministry has confirmed that a young man, 20, is in 

critical condition after Israeli soldiers shot him in the chest in the Za’ta area 

in Beit Ummar town, north of Hebron in the southern part of the West Bank. 

The soldiers shot the young man in the chest and added that the bullets 

exited from his back, compounding the seriousness of his wounds. the 

Palestinian was shot during protests that erupted after several army jeeps 

invaded Beit Ummar. The army also invaded the Al-‘Arroub refugee camp 

north of Hebron, leading to protests, before the soldiers fired many live 

rounds, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. Many Palestinians, including 

several in their homes, suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. In Jenin, 

in the northern West Bank, the soldiers shot a Palestinian woman, 39 years 

of age, with a live round in the leg while standing in front of her home when 

the army invaded Jaba’ town, south of the city. Palestinian medics rushed 
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her to the Jenin Governmental Hospital. In Bethlehem, several army jeeps 

invaded the Deheishe refugee camp south of the city, leading to protests, 

and shot a young man with a live round in the leg. (IMEMC 29 December 

2022) 

 An Israeli army raid into the old city triggered violent confrontations, 

which saw the soldiers opening fire toward local youths who attempted to 

block their entry, injuring 35 people including two who sustained live 

ammunition injuries, six who sustained shrapnel injuries, one rubber-

coated steel injury in addition to another who was hit by a tear gas canister 

in the head. Palestinian Medical Relief Society (PMRS) medic, Hamza Abu 

Hajar, was hit by a live bullet in the back, causing him critical injuries. 

(WAFA 30 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Palestinians suffocated after inhaling tear gas fired at them by 

Israeli forces during clashes that broke out in the village of Rummanah, 

west of Jenin, in the northern occupied West Bank. Clashes broke out 

following a military incursion into the said village, during which forces 

fired stun grenades and tear gas canisters at the village residents, causing 

dozens to suffocate. Forces also stormed the village of al-Jalama to the 

northeast of Jenin, raiding and interrogating the dwellers of several homes, 

following clashes with Israeli soldiers manning a nearby military 

checkpoint. Forces also deployed their military vehicles at the entrance to 

Jenin's town of Yabad and the village of Tura in a provocative manner. 

(WAFA 30 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian youth was shot and injured and several others suffocated 

during clashes that broke out with Israeli forces in the village of Osrin, 

south of Nablus. A Palestinian was struck with a rubber-coated steel bullet, 

and several others suffocated by the tear gas fired by the Israeli army. They 

were all treated at the scene. Earlier , Palestinians in Osrin took part in the 

funeral procession of 23-year-old Palestinian Ammar Mefleh, who was shot 

and killed from a very short distance by an Israeli soldier in the town of 

Huwwara, in the West Bank province of Nablus, and whose body was 

released  after being withheld by Israel for 27 days. (WAFA 30 December 

2022) 

 25 Palestinians  suffocated as Israeli forces quelled an anti-land-pillage rally 

in Beit Dajan town, east of the occupied West Bank city of Nablus. Israeli 

forces used fatal violence to disperse a rally to defend Palestinian-owned 

land threatened with confiscation, east of the town. 25 participants 

suffocated from tear gas. (WAFA 30 December 2022) 
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 At least seven Palestinians, including journalists, were injured after being 

shot with rubber-coated metal bullets as Israeli forces violently suppressed 

the weekly anti-settlement peaceful demonstration in the village of Kafr 

Qaddoum, east of Qalqilia. Israeli forces attacked participants in the 

demonstration with rubber-coated steel bullets and tear gas canisters, 

shooting and injuring at least seven people, including three journalists. 

Dozens of others were treated from tear gas suffocation. (WAFA 30 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli army sealed off Huwara checkpoint, south of the occupied West 

Bank city of Nablus. The soldiers closed the checkpoint, located at the 

southern entrance to Nablus, to vehicles in both directions. Meanwhile, the 

soldiers intercepted the funeral procession of a slain Palestinian whose 

body was released after being withheld by the occupation authorities for 27 

days. The soldiers manning the Awarta checkpoint obstructed the funeral 

procession of Ammar Mifleh on its way to his hometown of Osarin village, 

south of Nablus. Mifleh, 22, was killed by Israeli army gunfire, December 

2, after being dropped to the ground in Huwara town. A Video footage 

documenting the attack shows the soldier wrapping his arm around 

Mifleh’s neck and trying to drag him away before two Palestinians tried to 

intervene and de-escalate the situation. Mifleh, who managed to get free 

from the soldier’s neck hold, wrestled with him for brief seconds before the 

soldier started removing his pistol out of its holster, his rifle fell in the 

process, and then he pushed the Palestinian, dropping him to the ground, 

before firing four rounds at him. The soldier then approached Mifleh and 

before using his pistol to fire another round in a clear indication he executed 

the young man although he posed no threat, before picking up his rifle. The 

scuffle was fast and brief and that when the Palestinians seemed to have 

grabbed the muzzle area of the rifle, he was trying to ensure it wasn’t 

pointed at him. (WAFA 30 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces detained a Palestinian and injured 35 others in the occupied 

West Bank city of Nablus. A sizable army force barged its way into the Old 

City of Nablus from several directions, where the heavily-armed soldiers 

surrounded a house and eventually detained a 17-year-old teen. The raid 

triggered violent confrontations, which saw the soldiers opening fire 

towards local youths who attempted to block their entry, injuring 35. As 

part of the 35 casualties, there were two who sustained live ammunition 

injuries, six who sustained shrapnel injuries, one rubber-coated steel injury 

in addition to another who was hit by a tear gas canister in the head. Jibril 

identified the two live ammunition injuries as a young man who sustained 

an injury in the chest in addition to a Palestinian Medical Relief Society 
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(PMRS) medic who was hit by a live bullet in the back, while pointing that 

two suffered shrapnel injuries to the neck in addition to another who 

sustained a rubber-coated steel bullet injury and fractures in the foot. 

(PALINFO 30 December 2022) 

 Three Palestinians, including a paramedic, were injured after the Israeli 

occupation forces violently broke into the Old City of Nablus. A young man 

was wounded by a shrapnel in his neck, while another was shot in the chest. 

A medic was also injured in the back, the source added, saying that the 

three injured were immediately taken to hospital for treatment. Israeli 

forces infiltrated into the Old City since the early morning hours and 

surrounded local houses amid large military deployment. All entrances to 

the area were closed, while Israeli snipers were deployed on top of 

residential buildings. Armed clashes erupted during the raid while a drone 

was flying over the area. A local young man was also arrested. (PALINFO 

30 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinian during the funeral procession of a 

slain young man in Osarin village, south of Nablus, in the northern West 

Bank. The soldiers shot one Palestinian with a rubber-coated steel bullet 

and caused twelve to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. He added that 

the soldiers invaded the village to stop the funeral procession and started 

attacking the Palestinians to force them to disperse. (IMEMC 30 December 

2022) 

 Dozens of Israeli soldiers and undercover officers invaded the Old City of 

Nablus, surrounded a home before abducting a young man, and injured 35 

Palestinians during ensuing protests, including at least two who were shot 

with live fire. The soldiers shot 35 Palestinians, including a volunteer medic 

with the Palestinian Medical Relief Society (PMRC), who was shot with a 

bullet in the back. The soldiers also shot a young man with a bullet in the 

chest, in addition to two Palestinian who suffered shrapnel wounds to their 

necks and one who suffered a leg fracture after the soldiers shot him with a 

rubber-coated steel bullet. Furthermore, the soldiers shot a young man with 

a high-velocity gas bomb in the head. Undercover Israeli soldiers 

kidnapped Ahmad Al-Masri, was also suffered shrapnel wounds to the 

face, and took him to an unknown destination. The undercover soldiers 

wore women’s garments and surrounded a home where Ahmad Al-Masri, 

17, was located before many army vehicles invaded the area and stormed 

the property. The home had an entire family, including five children, and 

was surrounded for two hours before the soldiers invaded it and caused 

excessive property damage. The soldiers fired at the home and caused 
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considerable damage to its windows and walls, in addition to detonating 

the main door before storming it. (IMEMC 30 December 2022) 

 Several Israeli army jeeps invaded Beit Ummar town, north of the southern 

West Bank city of Hebron, leading to protests before the soldiers shot a 

young man and caused many to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The 

soldiers fired many live rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades at the protesters and surrounding homes. wad added 

that the soldiers shot a young man, 20, with a live round in the leg and 

caused dozens, including many in their homes, to suffer the effects of tear 

gas inhalation. (IMEMC 31 December 2022) 

 The soldiers invaded Qarawat Bani Hassan village, west of the central West 

Bank city of Salfit, and confiscated a car owned by a local farmer, Ayman 

Sa’id Mer’ey. The Palestinian was planting olive trees in his orchard in the 

Wad Abbas area, in the eastern part of the village. (IMEMC 31 December 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded many Palestinian villages northeast of Jenin, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. Many army vehicles invaded 

Arbouna village, stormed and ransacked many homes and shops, and 

inspected surveillance  recordings. They added that the invasion led to 

protests before the soldiers fired many rubber-coated steel bullets, gas 

bombs, and concussion grenades. The soldiers also invaded the Al-Jalama 

and Arrana villages, drove through many neighborhoods before closing 

streets, and withdrew later. (IMEMC 31 December 2022)  

 Israeli soldiers invaded Silwad town, northeast of the central West Bank of 

Ramallah, and attacked a Palestinian woman, causing several injuries. The 

soldiers attacked Samaher Ismael Hamed, 45, in a neighborhood in her 

town, causing fractures and bruises before Palestinian medics rushed her 

to a hospital in Ramallah. The soldiers stopped a young man in the town 

and started assaulting him before the woman intervened. Samaher was 

driving her car, heading to Ramallah, when she was stopped by the soldiers 

who parked their military vehicles in the middle of the road. (IMEMC 31 

December 2022) 

Israeli Settler Violence 
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 A 17-year-old Palestinian boy was injured when Israeli settlers assaulted 

him in the southern West Bank city of Hebron. The settlers held the boy, 

Wadi Sadr, in al-Shalaleh Street in the center of the city and attacked him 

using metal bars causing bruises all over his body. (WAFA 1 December 

2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers escorted by police forces desecrated the Aqsa 

Mosque in Occupied Jerusalem. At least 189 settlers entered the Mosque in 

groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under police 

guard. During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received 

lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of them 

provocatively performed Talmudic prayers. Meanwhile, the Israeli 

occupation police imposed movement and entry restrictions on Muslim 

worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and gates. (IMEMC 1 December 

2022) 

 Israeli settlers stole dozens of honey bee hives and olive harvesting 

equipment from Deir Sharaf village, west of the occupied West Bank city of 

Nablus. Settlers sneaked their way into a plot of land belonging to Aziz 

Antari, a villager, and stole some 30 honey bee hives and olive picking 

equipment. (WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers assaulted a Palestinian man in the Al-Qusour area, 

northeast of Burqa town, west of the northern West Bank city of Nablus. 

The colonizers infiltrated the area from Homesh colony, built on stolen 

Palestinian lands. The colonizers were riding motorcycles when they 

assaulted the Palestinian, Osama Naji Abu Leil, and also caused damage to 

his car. (IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Many Israeli colonizers attacked Palestinians in the Tal Romedia 

neighborhood in the center of Hebron city, in the southern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The colonizers, in front of Israeli soldiers, assaulted 

several Palestinians near the illegal Ramat Yishai colony, built on stolen 

Palestinian property. Several Palestinians, including a local nonviolent 

activist against the illegal colonies, Emad Abu Shamsiyya, and a young 

man, Yasser Abu Markhiyya. (IMEMC 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked and injured a Palestinian teenage boy in the 

center of Hebron city, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

colonizers struck the teen, Wadea’ Seder, 17, with iron bars, in the Shallala 

Street area, in the city’s center. Many Palestinians rushed to teenager’s aid 

before stopping the attack and forcing the colonizers to flee the area. 

(IMEMC 2 December 2022) 
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 Israeli settlers attacked a Palestinian and destroyed his vehicle while he was 

present in an area to the northeast of the town of Burqa to the west of 

Nablus, the occupied West Bank. A group of settlers attacked a Palestinian 

who was identified as Osama Abu al-Lail, and destroyed his vehicle. 

(WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers attacked several Palestinians while they were present in Tel 

Rumeida neighborhood in central Hebron city, the southern occupied West 

Bank. A number of settlers, under the protection of army soldiers, beat up 

several Palestinians, including an-settlement activist as they were present 

near the Israeli settlement of Ramat Yishai, build on Palestinian privately-

owned lands in Tel Rumeida. (WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded a Palestinian orchard in Bruqin town, west of the 

central West Bank city of Salfit, and uprooted at least 50 olive saplings. The 

olive orchard’s owner, Mohammad Fawwaz, stated that the colonizers 

invaded his lands in the Khallet Az-Za’faran area, north of Bruqin, and 

uprooted at least 50 olive saplings. The orchard is near the Industrial Zone 

of the Ariel colonialist block. (IMEMC 3 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded Huwwara town, south of the northern West Bank 

city of Nablus, attacked many homes and cars, and injured a Palestinian 

man. Many Israeli colonizers invaded Huwwara and started throwing 

rocks at homes and cars. The colonizers injured one Palestinian after 

strowing a rock at him and caused damage to many cars. The injured 

Palestinian suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation when Israeli soldiers 

invaded the town and fired gas bombs and concussion grenades at the 

Palestinians who intercepted the colonizer’s invasion and assault. (IMEMC 

4 December 2022) 

 Scores of Israeli settler fanatics guarded by police  broke into the Al-Aqsa 

Mosque compound in occupied Jerusalem. Israeli settlers entered the 

compound through the Moroccan Gate in groups and performed rituals 

and Talmudic prayers there under the protection of Israeli police officers. 
(WAFA 4 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers and colonizers cut dozens of Palestinian olive trees and 

evergreens in two areas near Salfit, in the central West Bank. In Qarawat 

Bani Hassan village, west of Salfit, Israeli colonizers invaded the Um Al-

Mawaker area, in the northeastern area of the village, and cut 30 olive 

saplings. The colonizers cut his olive saplings on his orchard near the main 

street between Hares and Deir Istiya, adding that the saplings were planted 

in two Dunams. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 
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 Israeli colonizers cut dozens of Palestinian evergreens on the sides of a 

street between Hares and Deir Istiya towns northwest of Salfit. The soldiers 

cut the trees on two Dunams of Palestinian lands. (IMEMC 5 December 

2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers escorted by police officers desecrated the Aqsa 

Mosque in Occupied Jerusalem. At least 243 settlers entered the Mosque in 

groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under police 

guard. A number of settlers also performed Talmudic prayers in the eastern 

area of the Mosque. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police continued to 

impose restrictions on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, 

especially those who came from different areas of Jerusalem and 1948 

occupied Palestine. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian man was injured in a settler attack on Palestinian homes and 

vehicles in Huwwara town, south of Nablus. A group of Jewish settlers 

stoned Palestinian houses and vehicles on the outskirts of the town. The 

attack was carried out under the protection of the Israeli occupation forces, 

who fired teargas bombs at local residents. Several vehicles were also 

damaged during the attack. (PALINFO 5 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 188 settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. A 

number of settlers also performed Talmudic prayers in the eastern area of 

the Mosque. Meanwhile, Israeli police officers detained three Palestinian 

women during their presence at the Aqsa Mosque and expelled them from 

it through al-Asbat Gate. Police officers also assaulted and arrested a 

Palestinian young man as he was walking in the Mosque's courtyards. 

Another young man was reportedly arrested by the police at the Shuafat 

checkpoint in the northeast of Jerusalem. (PALINFO 6 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers hurled stones at Palestinian cars near Yatta town, south of 

Hebron, causing damage. Israeli soldiers also invaded the town and closed 

its northern entrance preventing the Palestinians from crossing. (IMEMC 6 

December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked a car transporting two Palestinian judges in 

Huwwara town, south of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West 

Bank. The colonizers attacked a government car transporting a judge of the 

Palestinian High Court, Ma’moun Kallash, and Jerusalem Appellate Court 

judge Abdul-Malek Sammoudi. The colonizers pelted the car with rocks, 
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causing damage, and the attack did not lead to injuries. (IMEMC 7 

December 2022) 

 Dozens of Israeli settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem . At least 108 settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. A 

number of settlers escorted by police officers also gathered in the eastern 

area of the Mosque and embarked on performing Talmudic prayers. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police continued to impose restrictions 

on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque and expelled some of 

them from its courtyards. (PALINFO 7 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation police summoned Jerusalemite activist Hinadi 

Halawani for interrogation and handed her an order banning her entry to 

the Aqsa Mosque for one extendable week. Halawani is a noted 

Jerusalemite activist and one of the Aqsa Mosque teachers who are exposed 

to constant persecution by the Israeli police and intelligence. Because of her 

supportive positions on the Aqsa Mosque, she has been summoned, 

arrested, interrogated and assaulted by the Israeli police several times 

before. The police also banned her entry to the Mosque and her travel 

abroad many times. Hinadi Halawani is one of many Jerusalemite women 

whose medical insurance has been revoked because of their activities in 

defense of the Aqsa Mosque. (PALINFO 7 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian resident of Umm Qossa Bedouin community in Masafer Yatta 

in the South Hebron Hills received an Israeli army stop-work order for a 

room he was building from tin to shelter his family after their home was 

demolished by the Israeli army in July. Israeli Soldiers broke into Umm 

Qossa community  and handed a stop-work order to a local resident who 

was building a room from tin for his family of 10 people who became 

homeless after the Israeli military government demolished their home on 

July 25. (WAFA 7 December 2022) 
 Scores of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 110 settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. A 

number of settlers escorted by police officers also gathered in the eastern 

area of the Mosque and embarked on performing Talmudic prayers. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police continued to impose restrictions 

on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, and harassed a number 

of them during their presence in its courtyards and the entrances leading to 

it. (PALINFO 8 December 2022) 
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 Israeli settlers attacked a shop in the occupied part of the southern West 

Bank city of Hebron owned by a handicapped person and beat two youths 

who were in the shop. The settler thugs from the settlement of Ramat 

Yashai, located in Tel Rumeida neighborhood in Hebron, attacked the shop 

and physically and verbally assaulted two young people in the shop. 

(WAFA 8 December 2022) 

 Hundreds of Jewish settlers forced their way into the evacuated settlement 

of Homesh near Burqa town, northwest of Nablus. Dozens of Israeli buses 

carrying the settlers stormed the area under military protection. The settlers 

later held dance parties in the site, and chanted anti-Arab slogans before 

insulting and assaulting local residents on the Jenin-Nablus road. (IMEMC 

9 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers attacked Palestinian vehicles at Huwwara road, south of the 

occupied West Bank city of Nablus. A number of settlers barged their way 

into the town and pelted Palestinian vehicles with stones, but neither 

injuries nor damages were reported. (WAFA 9 December 2022) 

 Israeli settler attacked Palestinians’ homes in Tel Rumeida in the old city of 

Hebron, south of the occupied West Bank. No injuries were reported. The 

settlers physically assaulted and pepper-sprayed Palestinians in the 

neighborhood in full watch of the Israeli occupation army, which did 

nothing to stop the attack. (WAFA 10 Dcember 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers bulldozed Palestinian farmlands in the as-Sammoa’ town, 

south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

colonizers invaded and bulldozed agricultural lands in the Wadada area of 

the town. They invaded and bulldozed lands belong to members of several 

families in the town. Israeli soldiers also invaded the area, attacked several 

Palestinians who tried to stop the colonizers, and declared the area a 

“closed military zone.” (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 147 settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. A 

number of settlers escorted by police officers also gathered in the eastern 

area of the Mosque and embarked on performing Talmudic prayers. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police continued to impose restrictions 

on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, and harassed a number 

of them during their presence in its courtyards and the entrances leading to 

it. (WAFA 11 December 2022) 

 In Tubas, northeast of the occupied West Bank, Israeli settlers bulldozed 

private Palestinian lands in Khirbet Muafya village, located in the Jordan 
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Valley region, and set up barns to shelter their sheep. (WAFA 11 December 

2022) 

 Israeli settlers proceeded to bulldoze a Palestinian-owned land near the 

town of as-Samu, to the south of Hebron in the southern West Bank. Israeli 

occupation forces assaulted local Palestinian residents who tried to stop the 

bulldozing by the Israeli settlers. (WAFA 11 December 2022) 

 Scores of Israeli settler guarded by police broke into the Al-Aqsa Mosque 

compound in occupied Jerusalem. Scores of Israeli settlers entered the 

compound in groups and performed rituals and Talmudic prayers there 

under the protection of Israeli police officers. During the provocative tours 

of the Israeli settlers, Israeli police intensified the restrictions on the entry 

of Palestinians to the holy compound and checked the identity cards of 

many of them. (WAFA 11 December 2022) 
 Scores of Jewish settlers desecrated the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. Dozens of settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police continued to impose restrictions 

on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, and harassed a number 

of them during their presence in its courtyards and the entrances leading to 

it.   (PALINFO 12 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers bulldozed large areas of Palestinian lands in Qusra, 

Jaloud, and Qaryout towns, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, 

to expand a colonialist outpost on stolen lands. The colonizers are trying to 

expand the illegal Yesh Kodish colony, and added that they uprooted and 

bulldozed large areas of land. (IMEMC 13 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 123 settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. A 

number of settlers escorted by police officers also gathered in the eastern 

area of the Mosque and embarked on performing Talmudic prayers. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police persisted in imposing restrictions 

on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, and harassed a number 

of them during their presence in its courtyards and the entrances leading to 

it. (PALINFO 13 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers tore down the metal roof covering of a fuel station in the 

southern occupied West Bank city of Hebron. A group of settlers, under 

army protection, destroyed the metal roof covering of al-Ja‘bari fuel station, 

located at al-Shuhada Street. (IMEMC 14 December 2022) 
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 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 186 settlers entered the Mosque in groups through its 

Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under tight police guard. A 

number of settlers escorted by police officers also gathered in the eastern 

area of the Mosque and embarked on performing Talmudic prayers. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police continued to impose restrictions 

on the entry of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, and harassed a number 

of them during their presence in its courtyards and the entrances leading to 

it. (PALINFO 14 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers assaulted a Palestinian elder in a village south of 

Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank, causing various injuries. The 

colonizers attacked Mohammad Yahia Ayesh, 70, in the Khallet An-Nahla 

area in Artas village, south of Bethlehem. Mohammad suffered various cuts 

and bruises. The colonizers have lately escalated their violations against the 

Palestinians and their lands in Khallet An-Nahla and caused several injuries 

and serious property damage, including demolishing sheds and structures. 

(IMEMC 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded a Palestinian school in Orif village, south of the 

northern West Bank city of Nablus, and destroyed solar panels that 

generate electricity for the education facility. The colonizers hurled stones 

at the solar panels and ransacked them. The colonizers frequently attacked 

and caused damage to the school, including when they tried to set it ablaze. 

Before fleeing the area, the colonizers also attacked several homes in the 

nearby town of Huwwara, causing damage. (IMEMC 15 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 214 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards. 

During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from 

rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of them provocatively 

performed Talmudic prayers in the eastern area of the Mosque. Meanwhile, 

the Israeli occupation police continued to impose restrictions on the entry 

of Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, and harassed a number of them 

during their presence in its courtyards and the entrances leading to it. 

(IMEMC 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers assaulted a Palestinian elderly close to Wadi Rahhal village, 

south of the occupied West Bank city of Bethlehem. A group of settlers 

brutally beat 70-year-old Mohammad Ayesh, a resident of Artas village, 
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southwest of the city, while he was tending to his land, inflicting bruises 

across his body. (WAFA 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers attacked a school in Urif village, south of the occupied West 

Bank city of Nablus. More than 40 settlers sneaked their way into the village 

and pelted the local secondary boys school with stones, destroying the solar 

panels used to supply electricity to the school. After checking the 

recordings of surveillance cameras, the school administration was shocked 

to find out that it was Israeli settlers who vandalized the school, pointing 

that the school has become a target of attacks by settlers, who once 

attempted to torch classrooms. Meanwhile, settlers threw stones towards 

Palestinian houses at the outskirts of the nearby townof Huwwara, causing 

damage to some of them. (WAFA 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers injured a Palestinian man and his son and caused damage 

to homes and two cars in Madama and Burin villages, south of Nablus, in 

the northern part of the occupied West Bank. Dozens of colonizers invaded 

the southern area of Burin and attacked several homes, causing damage. 

Dozens of Palestinians intercepted the attack and forced the colonizers to 

leave before the Israeli assailants fired a few live rounds while retreating 

from the village. Furthermore, the colonizers assaulted and injured Emad 

Ziyada and his son Ahmad in Madama village. The colonizers invaded the 

southern area of Madama and caused serious damage to two cars owned 

by Hatem and his brother Mashhour Al-Qit, and shattered some windows 

of their homes. (IMEMC 16 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers cut twenty olive saplings in an orchard near Salfit in the 

central West Bank. The colonizers invaded an orchard owned by a local 

farmer, Ahmad Amin Mer’ey, and uprooted the saplings. The farmer stated 

that he and his sons planted the saplings in their orchard, in the 

northeastern part of the town, , then went to the local mosque for noon 

prayers. The colonizers invaded the orchard and uprooted his saplings 

before fleeing to their nearby illegal colonialist outpost. (IMEMC 16 

December 2022) 

 Dozens of Israeli settlers under army protection attacked homes of 

Palestinians on the outskirts of Madama village in Nablus Governorate, 

smashed their windows and fired live shots towards the local residents. No 

injuries were reported. (WAFA 16 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers uprooted and vandalized nearly 20 Palestinian-owned olive 

saplings after breaking into a ranch near the town of Qarawat Bani Hassan, 

in the central West Bank province of Salfit. (WAFA 16 December 2022) 
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 Israeli settlers opened a dirt access road on Palestinian land belonging to 

the residents of Dura town, southwest of the occupied West Bank city of 

Hebron. The settlers from the nearby encroaching colonial settlement of 

Adora opened a dirt road leading Far‘a Spring, located in the land of the 

town residents, to take it over as a prelude to seize scores of donums of 

land. The land at the risk of confiscation, which covers over 70 donums, as 

well as the water spring belong to Suleiman, Abdul-Fattah and Abdul-

Rahman Muraqtan, while expressing his concerns that the move is intended 

to expand the colonial settlement at the expense of the town indigenous 

residents. (WAFA 16 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers hurled stones at many Palestinian cars near Nablus, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. The colonizers attacked the cars 

in Huwwara town, south of Nablus. More than forty colonizers from the 

illegal nearby Yitzhar colony hurled stones at the cars at the Salman Al-

Farisi Junction and the main Huwwara Qalqilia Road, causing damage. The 

colonizers also caused damage to seven cars parked in front of the “Country 

Huwwara” recreational park. (IMEMC 17 December 2022) 

 Israel settlers started to build a dirt road on land that belongs to the town 

of Qusra, south of the city of Nablus, in preparation to seize 200 dunums of 

the town’s lands. Settlers from the illegal settlement of Magdolim, built on 

Qusra lands, built a dirt road from the western side of the settlement in 

preparation to take over more than 200 dunums of the lands for the benefit 

of the settlement. (WAFA 17 December 2022) 
 Scores of Israeli settlers guarded by police stormed the courtyards of the 

Al-Aqsa Mosque compound in occupied Jerusalem under the pretext of 

celebrating Hanukkah holiday. Scores of Israeli settlers broke into the holy 

site in groups on the first day of the Jewish holiday, and that more groups 

of settlers are expected to break into the holy site during the day. The Israeli 

occupation authorities imposed strict restrictions on the presence of 

Muslims in the holy site coinciding with the incursions by Israeli settlers. 

Jewish groups have been calling on their followers to storm en mase the Al-

Aqsa Mosque with the start of the Jewish Hanukah holiday. (WAFA 18 

December 2022) 

 A large number of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 272 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards on 

the second day of the Jewish Hanukkah holiday. During their tours at the 

Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged 
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temple mount, and a number of them gathered in the eastern area of the 

Mosque and performed silent Talmudic prayers. (PALINFO 19 December 

2022) 

 Israeli vehicles razed 37 trees after storming Beit Furik town east of the West 

Bank city of Nablus. The Israeli bulldozers destroyed 37 trees in the Khirbet 

Tana neighborhood east of Beit Furik town. The Israeli bulldozers 

demolished the barbed wire of a mosque in Khirbet Tana neighborhood, 

adding that the bulldozers razed walls of Palestinian homes in the 

neighborhood whose ceilings had been demolished.  (PALINFO 19 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces restricted entry of Palestinian Muslims into 

the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound in occupied Jerusalem to freely perform 

their regular worship duties, the door to the Muslim holy compound was 

widely opened for the entry of Jewish settlers. Israeli police, who man the 

gates of the walled compound, prevented hundreds of Palestinian Muslims 

seeking to hold the daily dawn prayers from entering their holy place since 

the early morning hours, forcing many to perform the prayers in the open 

space outside the compound. At the same time, the police facilitated the 

entry of dozens of Jewish settlers marking the Hanukkah, or lights, holiday, 

into the Muslim holy site since the morning hours, provoking the feelings 

of the Muslims who were denied freedom of worship at their mosque. 

(WAFA 20 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers assaulted and injured two young Palestinian men near 

Ramallah in the central West Bank. The colonizers invaded the Na’lan 

Mountain area in the Al-Mazra’a Al-Gharbiya village, north of Ramallah. 

The colonizers assaulted several Palestinian farmers, causing bruises and 

cuts to two young men, before fleeing the area. The Palestinians were 

attacked while working and rehabilitating their agricultural lands when the 

paramilitary colonizers invaded their lands. (IMEMC 20 December 2022) 

 A group of Jewish settlers stole 120 sheep in Arraba town, south of Jenin,. 

A group of settlers from Mabu Dotan illegal settlement, built on the lands 

of Ya'bad town southwest of Jenin, stole 120 sheep belonging to the 

shepherd Imad Lutfi Zuhair. (IMEMC 20 December 2022) 

 A group of settlers stormed the Tal Ma'in site, south of Hebron, and 

performed Talmudic rituals in flagrant provocation to Palestinian residents. 

(IMEMC 20 December 2022) 

 A large number of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 262 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards on 
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the third day of the Jewish Hanukkah holiday. During their tours at the 

Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged 

temple mount, and a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the 

eastern area of the Mosque and at the entrances leading to it. (PALINFO 20 

December 2022) 
 Two Palestinians  sustained bruises in a settler attack in Al-Mazra'a al-

Gharbiyya village, northwest of the occupied West Bank city of Ramallah, . 
A number of Israeli settlers physically assaulted Palestinian farmers while 

the latter were tending to their land, inflicting bruises across the bodies of 

two of them. (WAFA 20 December 2022) 
 Scores of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 318 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards on 

the fourth day of the Jewish Hanukkah holiday. During their tours at the 

Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged 

temple mount, and a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the 

eastern area of the Mosque and at the entrances leading to it. Some of those 

settlers also carried out different provocative practices, such as dancing and 

stretching out their bodies on the ground during their tours inside the 

Mosque or at its gates. (PALINFO 21 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers set fire to a Palestinian-owned shop and nursery in the village 

of al-Sawiya, south of the occupied West Bank city of Nablus. A group of 

settlers set fire to the shop and nursery located on the Nablus-Ramallah 

road causing damage, and even attempted to blow up the whole place using 

a gas cylinder. This is the sixth time settlers have vandalized the nursery. 

(WAFA 21 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked many cars and maced several Palestinians in 

Huwwara town, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, wounding 

five Palestinians. The colonizers hurled stones at Palestinian cars near 

Salman Al-Farisi Junction and on the road between Huwwara and Qalqilia, 

causing damage. The colonizers also assaulted and maced several 

Palestinians, causing five injuries before Palestinian medics provided them 

with the needed treatment. (IMEMC 22 December 2022) 

 Scores of Israeli settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 259 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards on 

the fifth day of the Jewish Hanukkah holiday. During their tours at the 

Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged 

temple mount, and a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the 
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eastern area of the Mosque and at the entrances leading to it. Meanwhile, 

the Israeli occupation police continued to tighten their restrictions on the 

entry of Muslim worshipers, especially young men and women, to the 

Mosque, prevented many of them from entering the holy site and expelled 

others from its courtyards. (PALINFO 22 December 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked many Palestinian cars and injured a Palestinian 

infant near Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

colonizers gathered near Osarin village, south of Nablus, and hurled stones 

at many Palestinian cars. The colonizers injured a child, only 18 months of 

age, in one of the attacked cars. The attack also caused damage to several 

Palestinian cars at the same junction before the colonizers left the area. 

(IMEMC 23 December 2022) 

 A group of Israeli colonizers herded their livestock in Palestinian farmlands 

and near tents of Palestinian Bedouins of the Arab Al-Mleihat village, west 

of Jericho, in the northeastern West Bank. The colonizers gathered near the 

Arab Al-Mleihat community before releasing their livestock to hard on the 

Palestinian lands and near the residents’ dwellings. The colonizers have 

recently escalated their violations against Bedouin communities in the area. 

(IMEMC 23 December 2022) 

 Hundreds of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 489 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards on 

the eighth day of the Jewish Hanukkah holiday. During their tours at the 

Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged 

temple mount, and a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the 

eastern area of the Mosque and at the entrances leading to it. Meanwhile, 

the Israeli occupation police continued to tighten their restrictions on the 

entry of Muslim worshipers, especially young men and women, to the 

Mosque , prevented many of them from entering the holy site and expelled 

others from its courtyards. (PALINFO 25 December 2022) 

 A Jewish settler attacked a Palestinian old woman, throwing her to the 

ground near Wadi al-Joz neighborhood in Occupied Jerusalem. The old 

woman suffered bruises after a Jewish settler threw her to the ground and 

fled the scene. (PALINFO 25 December 2022) 

 A number of Palestinian citizens were injured during a raid by the Israeli 

occupation forces (IOF) west of the West Bank city of Ramallah.  Several 

Palestinian citizens suffered breathing problems after IOF soldiers fired tear 
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gas bombs and stun grenades at Palestinian houses in al-Midya village to 

the west of Ramallah. (PALINFO 25 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers destroyed a storehouse belonging to a Palestinian farmer in 

the village of Shufa, to the southeast of Tulkarm in the occupied West Bank. 
Tahseen Hamed, a farmer and the owner of the storehouse, was surprised 

when he arrived to his land in the morning to find that Israeli settlers had 

destroyed the contents of his storehouse and vandalized the agricultural 

equipment inside.  
 Israeli colonizers burnt Palestinian cars and attacked homes near Nablus, 

in the northern West Bank. The colonizers infiltrated Burin village, 

southwest of Nablus, burnt two Palestinian cars, and attacked homes, 

causing damage. The colonizers also infiltrated Orif village, south of 

Nablus, caused damage to the windows of several homes, and burnt one 

Palestinian car. (IMEMC 26 December 2022) 

 A group of Israeli settlers tore through Palestinian areas, setting fire to 

vehicles, smashing the windows of family homes, and writing graffiti 

identifying themselves as part of a right-wing hate group called ‘Price Tag’. 

However, Israeli police and military forces, which govern Palestinian areas 

in the West Bank using martial law, refuse to investigate or find out the 

perpetrators of these ongoing attacks. The group calls itself ‘Price Tag’ in a 

reference to Palestinians, saying that Palestinians must “pay a price” for 

their refusal to leave their ancestral homes so that Israeli colonizers can 

move in. The settlers set fire to two Palestinian cars in the village of Burin, 

and set fire to one car in the village of Orif, south of Nablus. In addition, 

they smashed the windows of Palestinian homes. (IMEMC 26 December 

2022) 

 Jewish settlers launched several attacks targeting Palestinian residents and 

their properties throughout Nablus, to the north of the West Bank. A local 

house was stoned, and a bus was burned during the settler attacks in Burin 

village. A similar attack was reported in Urif town, where a local house and 

a vehicle were damaged, while another vehicle was stoned in Hawara town. 

(PALINFO 26 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 182 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards.  

During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from 

rabbis about the alleged temple mount, and a number of them performed 

Talmudic prayers in the eastern area of the Mosque. Meanwhile, the Israeli 
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occupation police continued to tighten their restrictions on the entry of 

Muslim worshipers to the Mosque, prevented many of them from entering 

the holy site and expelled others from its courtyards. (PALINFO 26 

December 2022) 

 A group of settlers went on the rampage through southern Nablus, 

attacking homes and burning some cars in the villages of Burin and Urif. 

Settlers also threw rocks at Palestinian vehicles traveling on a road near 

Huwara town in southern Nablus. (PALINFO 26 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers attacked Palestinian homes in two northern West Bank towns 

and set fire to several cars. Settlers attacked the outskirts of the town of Orif, 

south of Nablus, set fire to a car owned by a local resident and attacked a 

house of another, smashing its windows. Settlers also attacked the nearby 

town of Burin and set fire to two cars owned by a local resident totally 

burning them. (WAFA 26 December 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 248 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards 

under police protection. During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the 

settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount, and 

a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the eastern area of the 

Mosque. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 Violent clashes erupted in Silwan town in Occupied Jerusalem between 

local residents and Israeli police forces. The confrontations broke out after 

Israeli forces stormed the town amid heavy fire of teargas bombs.  At least 

one young man was detained during the events. Since the early morning 

hours, tensions have been rising high in Silwan town after dozens of Jewish 

settlers and police seized a plot of land owned by the Greek Orthodox 

church in the area.  (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers fenced off Palestinian pastures, east of the village of al-

Farisiya in the northern Jordan Valley. Settlers fenced off the land, whose 

area was not exactly determined and located near the settlement of 

Shadmot Mehola, in preparation for seizing it. (WAFA 27 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers  attacked Palestinian farmers working in their lands in 

Masafer Yatta in the South Hebron Hills and forced them to leave the area. 

Settlers, protected by soldiers, attacked farmers and prevented them from 

attending to their lands in the Lasayfer community in Masafer Yatta. The 

settlers also trashed the seeds the farmers were planting in their lands. 

(WAFA 28 December 2022) 

  Israeli settlers  fenced off a tract of land belonging to the villagers of Khirbet 

As-Samra in the northern Jordan Valley. The settlers broke into a tract of 
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land, located to the north of the village, and fenced it off as a prelude to take 

it over to serve as the nucleus of a new colonial settlement outpost. The 

landowners have title deeds proving their ownership of the land. (WAFA 

28 December 2022) 

 Dozens of extremist Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in 

Occupied Jerusalem. At least 107 settlers escorted by police officers entered 

the Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its 

courtyards under police protection. During their tours at the Islamic holy 

site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple 

mount, and a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the eastern 

area of the Mosque. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed 

movement and entry restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa 

Mosque’s entrances and gates. (PALINFO 28 December 2022) 

 Violent clashes erupted in Silwan town in Occupied Jerusalem between 

local residents and Israeli police forces. The confrontations broke out after 

Israeli forces stormed the town amid heavy firing of teargas bombs. At least 

one young man was detained during the events. Tensions have been rising 

high in Silwan town after dozens of Jewish settlers protected by police 

officers seized a plot of land owned by the Greek Orthodox church in the 

area. (PALINFO 28 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers  attacked Palestinian vehicles driving on northern West Bank 

roads causing damage to cars and freighting the commuters. The settlers 

threw stones at cars on the main road going through the town of Hawwara, 

south of Nablus, while provoking the local Palestinian residents and 

shopkeepers. The settlers sprayed pepper in the face of several people. 

(WAFA 29 December 2022) 

 The year 2022 witnessed the highest ever in the number of violations 

against Al-Aqsa Mosque in occupied East Jerusalem with 48,238 Jewish 

fanatics storming the Muslim holy compound and violating its sanctity. The 

settlers carried out acts that provoked the sentiments and feelings of the 

Muslims by performing Jewish rituals and raising the Israeli flag inside the 

walled compound during Jewish holidays not caring what this holy place 

means for two billion Muslims around the world, warning that the new 

right-wing government in Israel may carry out acts that could trigger a 

religious war in the region and the world. (WAFA 29 December 2022) 

 Scores of extremist Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem. At least 147 settlers escorted by police officers entered the 

Mosque in groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards 

under police protection . During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the 

settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount, and 
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a number of them performed Talmudic prayers in the eastern area of the 

Mosque. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement and 

entry restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances 

and gates. (PALINFO 29 December 2022) 

 One day after illegally occupying privately owned Palestinian lands and 

installing a barn in the Northern Plains of the Jordan Valley in the occupied 

West Bank, Israeli colonizers started installing water pipelines for the barn 

and a new outpost. The colonizers occupied about one Dunam of land, west 

of Khirbat Makhoul village, and established a barn. The colonizer started 

installing water pipelines Thursday to provide the barn and the intended 

new illegal colonialist outpost with the needed water, which also means 

they will be working on the infrastructure that would lead to more theft of 

Palestinian lands. He stated that the new outpost would also lead to the 

annexation of large areas of Palestinian farmlands and grazing lands used 

by the locals, who would eventually be denied access to these areas. 

(IMEMC 29 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers destroyed dozens of olive saplings in the land of Sinjil town, 

north of the occupied West Bank city of Ramallah. A group of settlers 

barged their way into the olive orchards in the northern part of the town 

and uprooted some 50 olive saplings belonging to Mohammad Ghafri and 

Najiyya Karakra, two local farmers. The assailants came from the nearby 

colonial settlement of Givat Haroeh. (WAFA 30 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers attacked Palestinian vehicles on the main Road of Huwara, 

south of the occupied West Bank city of Nablus. The settlers hurled stones 

at vehicles traveling on the road, causing damage to some of them. There 

were no casualties. The settlers came from Yitzhar, a colonial settlement 

notorious for its hardcore religious community. (WAFA 30 December 2022) 

 Several Palestinians were injured in settler attacks in Nablus, to the north 

of the occupied West Bank. At least four local youths suffered different 

injuries after being attacked with pepper spray by a group of settlers in 

Huwara town, south of Nablus. Three of them were taken to hospital for 

treatment. The settlers also attacked Palestinian vehicles near the Salman 

Al-Farsi roundabout in the area, damaging a number of them. Meanwhile, 

clashes erupted in Al-Ram town, north of Occupied Jerusalem, after being 

stormed by Israeli forces amid heavy firing of teargas bombs. (PALINFO 30 

December 2022) 

Home Demolition & Demolition threats  

https://imemc.org/?s=Khirbat+Makhoul+
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 Israeli soldiers demolished the homes of two Palestinian siblings in 

Ramadin town, southwest of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied 

West Bank. Several military vehicles, including bulldozers, invaded the 

Wadi Hebron area in Ramadin before storming the homes of two of his 

sons, Salah and Ezzeddin, and forcing them along with their families out. 

The soldiers demolished the 140 square meter home of his son Salah and 

the 120 square meter home of his son Ezzeddin. The army claims the homes, 

licensed by the local council, did not receive permits from the so-called 

“Civil Administration Office,” the administrative branch of the illegal 

Israeli occupation, because they are located in Area C of the occupied West 

Bank. (IMEMC 1 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished two commercial structures in Qalandia village, 

northwest of occupied Jerusalem, in the West Bank. Several Israeli army 

vehicles invaded the village and demolished two commercial structures. 

One of the demolished structures was a 100 square meters carwash facility 

owned by Mohammad Tayseer Nafe’. The second structure, owned by 

Samer Abu Zeina, was 200 square meters. (IMEMC 1 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces notified Palestinian residents of a community 

in Masafer Yatta, in the south of the West Bank, to cease work in two houses 

and an agricultural structure. The occupation forces broke into Umm Lasfa 

community and handed the stop work order for a 260-square-meter house 

owned by a local resident, and another 180-square-meter house and an 80-

square-meter agricultural shack owned by another. (WAFA 1 December 

2022) 
 The Israeli Occupation Forces (IOF) destroyed a monument erected by the 

residents of Anata village, east of Jerusalem, in commemoration of the 

martyr Uday al-Tamimi. The IOF stormed the village and removed the 

memorial erected a day before. Violent clashes broke out during the raid. 

Dozens of local residents suffered from teargas inhalation.  (PALINFO 2 

December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Ethna town, west of the southern West Bank city of 

Hebron, and demolished two agricultural sheds. The soldiers invaded the 

Wad As-Safar area, surrounded by the illegal Annexation Wall in Ethna, 

and isolated it. The soldiers demolished two agricultural sheds owned by 

Saed Abdul-Mon’em Tmeizi and Atallah Ezzat Tmeizi. The demolitions 

caused damage to surrounding trees and lands before the soldiers 

withdrew from the area. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers demolished a mosque in a Palestinian village near Hebron, 

in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. Several military vehicles 

and bulldozers invaded the Khallet Taha village in Doura town, southwest 

of Hebron, and surrounded the area of a local mosque. The soldiers 

demolished the local Rasoul Allah Mosque (The Prophet of God Mosque), 

roughly about 100 square meters. (IMEMC 5 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces demolished two agricultural rooms and a shed used for 

raising sheep to the west of Hebron, in the southern occupied West Bank. 

Israeli bulldozers tore down for the second time in four months a shed used 

for raising sheep owned by a local resident to the northwest of the town of 

Tarqumiyah, under the pretext of being located in area C of the West Bank. 

Forces also demolished two agricultural rooms belonging to a Palestinian 

resident in the town of Idna. (WAFA 5 December 2022) 

 An Israeli occupation court upheld the demolition of a residential building 

in the East Jerusalem neighborhood of Silwan. The court issued a ruling 

rejecting the postponement or freezing of the demolition of the 10-

apartment building, located in Wadi Qaddum neighborhood, south of Al-

Aqsa Mosque compound, and giving the approximately 100 occupants 

until Wednesday, December 7, to self-demolish the building or pay 

exorbitant costs if the Jerusalem Municipality carries out the demolition. 

Two of the families living in the building have already had their former 

residential apartments demolished. It would be the second time for them to 

be displaced. Silwan town occupies an area of 5,640 donums and consists 

of 12 neighborhoods occupied by 58,500 Palestinians. (WAFA 5 December 

2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities ordered a halt on the construction of three 

stores at the entrance of Beit Rima town, northwest of the occupied West 

Bank city of Ramallah. Israeli forces and officers of the so-called Civil 

Administration stormed the town and handed Yusef Rimawi a notice, 

ordering him to stop the construction of the three stores purportedly for 

being located in Area C. (WAFA 5 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) delivered stop-work orders against 

several Palestinian homes and construction sites in Salfit and photographed 

structures in Tubas in the West Bank. The IOF handed citizens in different 

areas of Salfit stop-work orders against five inhabited houses, four others 

under construction and a piece of land being prepared for construction. 

Israeli forces also stormed Ras al-Ahmar area in the southeast of Tubas and 

embarked on photographing a number of tents used as homes by local 

residents as well as an agricultural road. (PALINFO 6 December 2022) 
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 A young man was hit in the face by a tear gas canister in Osrin town, south 

of Nablus, while five others suffered from teargas inhalation. 

Confrontations erupted in al-Tell area in the Old City after being stormed 

by the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) amid heavy firing of teargas bombs 

and live ammunition. Several locals were injured during the clashes. 

(PALINFO 6 December 2022) 

 Several army jeeps invaded Masafer Yatta in southern Hebron before 

demolishing tents used as classrooms near the ruins of a school that was 

demolished by the army in the Khirbat Esfi Al-Foqa area. The army 

demolished the school on November 23rd, 2022, before the Palestinians set 

up tents to resume the children’s educational process.  

 The Israeli soldiers uprooted 50 olive trees and bulldozers four Dunams of 

farmlands owned by Khaldoun Abu Sabah in Birin in Hebron Governorate. 

The area has been frequently targeted by the soldiers who uprooted trees, 

bulldozed farmlands, and demolished structures, in addition to the 

repeated attacks by the illegal Israeli colonizers against the Palestinians, 

their homes, and their lands. (IMEMC 6 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished two agricultural rooms in Nahhalin town, west 

of Bethlehem, south of occupied Jerusalem in the West Bank. Several army 

jeeps and two bulldozers invaded the town and headed to the Za’nouna 

and Qornat Ad-Da’mas areas in the eastern and southern parts of the 

village. The soldiers then demolished two agricultural rooms owned by a 

local farmer, Maher Hasan Abu Ghayatha. The army claimed the rooms 

were not licensed by the “Civil Administration Office,” the administrative 

branch of the illegal Israeli occupation, although the local Town Council 

licensed them. (IMEMC 6 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces tore down two Palestinian-owned agricultural 

rooms in the town of Nahalin, to the west of Bethlehem in the south of the 

occupied West Bank. A military force, accompanied by two bulldozers, 

stormed the town of Nahalin and demolished two agricultural rooms 

owned by a local resident and located in the southwestern part of the town. 

The Israeli occupation has recently escalated its arbitrary measures against 

the town, including the demolition of homes and agricultural facilities, 

among others. (WAFA 6 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities (IOA) approved the demolition of a 

Palestinian building in Silwan, south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque, under the 

pretext of construction without permit.  The Israeli municipality issued a 
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notice ordering the demolition of the building containing 12 apartments in 

the Wadi Qaddum neighborhood of Silwan.  The demolition process is 

scheduled to take place. (PALINFO 7 December 2022) 

 Several Palestinian-owned homes and structures in the East Jerusalem 

neighborhood of Isawiyya received demolition notices from the Israeli 

municipality of West Jerusalem. Municipality staff and police broke into the 

neighborhood and handed the demolition orders against homes and 

structures that were still in the construction stage and summoned some 

residents to the municipality for questioning. The forces also erased 

nationalist graffiti painted on the walls in the neighborhood. (WAFA 7 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities ordered the demolition of a dwelling and 

issued a stop on the construction of two others east of the town of Yatta, 

south of Hebron. Israeli forces stormed Maeen village where they handed 

a local resident an order to tear down his three-story, 450-square-meter 

house, a step which would displace 20 people. The soldiers also handed two 

other residents notices ordering them to halt the construction of their 140-

square-meter and 150-square-meter houses, in addition to an order to 

remove a water pump that supplies water to over 60 families in the localities 

of Shaab al-Butum and Qawawis, east of Yatta. (WAFA 8 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation government approved the punitive demolition of the 

family’s home of a young Palestinian man who was killed after exchanging 

fire with Israeli soldiers near Jerusalem in October of this year. The Home 

Front Commander signed an order to “confiscate and demolish the flat” 

inhabited by the family of Odai Tamimi. The family and the Palestinians 

living in adjacent apartments in the building in Shu’fat refugee camp north 

of occupied Jerusalem filed several appeals, especially since the demolition 

would cause damage to several apartments, but the Home Front 

Commander denied the appeal and approved the demotion. (IMEMC 9 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities issued orders halting the construction of 

eleven residential structures and shed south of Hebron, in the southern part 

of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded the Zweidin area, east of 

Yatta, and handed orders halting the construction of four residential 

structures owned by Nasser Al-Atimein, Ibrahim Al-Atimein, Fayez Al-

Atimein, and Abdul-Rahman T’eimat. The soldiers handed similar orders 

targeting a home, shed, and a barn owned by Ramadan Al-Atimein, and 

another order targeting the residential structure of Ibrahim Al-Atimein. 

(IMEMC 11 December 2022) 
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 In Masafar Yatta, the Israeli soldiers handed Nasser Abu Obeid an order 

halting the construction of an agricultural shed in the Tabban area and 

photographed another in Khallet Ad-Dabe’. (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) issued a demolition order against a 

residential building that belongs to the Palestinian family of al-Rijbi in 

Silwan town south of Al-Aqsa Mosque. (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) issued stop-work orders against 11 

structures after storming Masafer Yatta, south of the West Bank city of 

Hebron. The IOA issued a stop-work order against an agricultural barracks 

belonging to the Palestinian citizen Nassir Abu Abid after, adding that the 

authorities photographed the area of Khilat al-Dabi in the Tabban area in 

Masafer Yatta. (IMEMC 11 December 2022) 

 The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) issued a stop-work order against two 

Palestinian houses in Nalin town west of the West Bank city of 

Ramallah.  tHE IOA stormed the Suwana Mount area and issued stop-work 

orders against two Palestinian houses belonging to Palestinian citizens 

Mustafa Khuwajah and Khuldun Abu Fakheida. (IMEMC 11 December 

2022) 

 Israeli occupation authorities decided to demolish a Palestinian residential 

building in the occupied Jerusalem neighborhood of Silwan. The building 

to be demolished is 30 years old, and is inhabited by households from the 

Palestinian family of Rajabi. Under the pretext of building without a permit, 

which is rarely granted to Palestinians in the occupied city, the Israeli 

municipality frequently demolished Palestinian-owned houses as part of a 

policy aimed to restrict Palestinian expansion and growth in occupied 

Jerusalem. (WAFA 11 December 2022) 

  Israeli occupation forces ordered a halt on the ongoing rehabilitation of an 

agricultural road in the villages of Atuf and Ras Al-Ahmar in the northern 

Jordan Valley region, northeast of the occupied West Bank. The road is 

1,200-meter long and mainly serves Palestinian farmers in the area. The 

Israeli army also ordered a halt on the construction of residential structures 

and animal barns in the two villages. (WAFA 11 December 2022) 

 A Palestinian from the Al-Isawiya town, east of the occupied capital, 

Jerusalem, in the West Bank, was forced to demolish his under-construction 

home. The Israeli City Council in occupied Jerusalem forced Tha’er Obeid 

to demolish his 100 square meter home under the pretext of being built 

without a permit. Obeid had to demolish his home to avoid the excessively 

high fines and fees imposed by the city council if it carried the demolition 

out using its workers and equipment. He added that if he filed more 
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appeals and the city went ahead and demolished his home, he could face 

fines and fees that might reach 300.000 Shekels. Obeid received the 

demolition order three months ago before he contacted lawyers and started 

a legal battle in Israeli courts trying to save his home but to no avail. 

(IMEMC 12 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished a Palestinian tent used by a Palestinian farmer 

to sell saplings and agricultural products in Tuqu’ town, southeast of 

Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded the Khirbat 

Ad-Deir area at the entrance of the town and demolished the tent. The  

soldiers demolished and removed the tent and confiscated its iron easels. 

The tent, owned by a local farmer, Salim Hamdan Suleiman, was used for 

selling saplings, plants, and agricultural tools. (IMEMC 12 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces demolished a tent located in Tuquo, southeast of the West 

Bank city of Bethlehem on the main road and owned by a local resident who 

used it as a depot for selling seedlings and other agricultural products. The 

forces also confiscated the tent's metal stakes. This is the second time the 

military demolishes the tent for the same person. (WAFA 12 December 

2022) 

 In the Jenin district in the north of the West Bank, demolition orders were 

issued against several plastic greenhouses. The Israeli soldiers broke into 

the village and handed demolition orders for greenhouses built on 

privately-owned Palestinian land but located near the segregation barrier 

Israel has built in the occupied territories to separate Palestinians from the 

settlements. The owner of the greenhouse was given until the 28th of this 

month to present an objection to the order or remove the greenhouse and 

move it 200 meters away from the segregation barrier. Owners of 

greenhouses located near the barrier in the villages of Arboneh, Jalbone, 

and Faqoua also received similar orders. (WAFA 12 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished sheds and walls in the Al-Jeeb town, northwest 

of the occupied Palestinian capital, Jerusalem, in the West Bank. Several 

army jeeps and bulldozers invaded the As-Sahel area in the town and 

demolished a 250 square-meter shed and several walls owned by Samih 

Abu Dayya. The soldiers surrounded the area to prevent the Palestinians 

from entering it and demolished the properties. On November 28th, the 

Israeli Army invaded Al-Jeeb and demolished a plant nursery in the Al-

Khalayla area in the town. The Army claims the properties, built on 

privately owned Palestinian lands, were not licensed by the “City Council” 

in occupied Jerusalem. (IMEMC 13 December 2022) 
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 In Jericho, in the northeastern West Bank, the Israeli soldiers invaded the 

Al-Jiftlik village, north of the city, and forced four families out of their 

homes before demolishing the properties. The homes were about 120-150 

square meters each and added that the demolitions led to the displacement 

of 20 Palestinians, including seven children. The soldiers also demolished 

two tents and two livestock pens and feeding troughs in a farm that 

supported the livelihood of two families, who together make 14 people. In 

Nablus, in the northern West Bank, the soldiers invaded Furush Beit Dajan 

village and demolished an under-construction home in the southwestern 

area of the village. The home, owned by Mohammad Hamed, was 130 

square meters and was built on his privately owned land. The Israeli army 

claims the demolished properties were built without permits from the so-

called “Civil Administration Office,” the administrative branch of the 

illegal military occupation. (IMEMC 13 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces delivered 18 stop-construction notices against 

privately-owned Palestinian houses and structures in the town of Qarawat 

Bani Hassan, to the west of Salfit, under the pretext that they were built in 

Area C of the occupied West Bank and without a permit. Israeli forces 

handed several town residents notices ordering them to stop the 

construction works on houses, some of them already inhabited, in addition 

to agricultural rooms, and factories. The notices also ordered the stop of 

excavation works in the eastern part and at the southern entrance of the 

town. Israeli forces delivered almost a week ago 10 stop-construction 

notices against houses in the same town. (IMEMC 13 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces demolished a Palestinian-owned house that was 

in the construction stage in the village of Faroush Beit Dajan, to the east of 

the occupied northern West Bank city of Nablus. A large Israeli force unit 

raided the village and proceeded to demolish the 130-square-meter house 

that was under construction and owned by a local resident. (WAFA 13 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities demolished four Palestinian-owned 

homes in the village of al-Jiftlik, north of the ancient city of Jericho, under 

the pretext they were built in Area C of the occupied West Bank, which is 

under full Israeli military rule. The soldiers accompanied by a bulldozer 

broke into the village and proceeded to demolish four homes, each between 

120 to 150 square meters in area. The four homes were inhabited, which 

means several families will be left without a shelter. (WAFA 13 December 

2022) 
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 The Israeli military authorities demolished Palestinian-owned structures 

and walls in the town of al-Jeep, northwest of Jerusalem. An army force 

accompanied by a bulldozer raided an area in the town where they 

demolished a 250-square-meter structure built on agricultural land and 

walls owned by a local resident. (WAFA 13 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Um Ar-Reehan village, isolated behind the 

Annexation Wall, south of the northern West Bank city of Jenin, demolished 

a commercial structure, and attacked several Palestinians. Several army 

vehicles, including bulldozers, invaded the village and demolished his 

structure near Ya’bad town. The demolition was carried out without 

warning and that his structure included three meet-preserving fridges, 

inflicting losses that reached 500.000 Shekels. The soldiers assaulted him 

and several Palestinians who tried to stop them from demolition the 

structure. (IMEMC 14 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Husan village, west of Bethlehem in the occupied 

West Bank, and demolished an agricultural room. Several army vehicles, 

including bulldozers, invaded the Ein Al-Balad area of the town before 

demolishing the room. The room is owned by a local farmer, Khalil Atiya 

Shousha, and was built on his privately owned land. The Israeli army 

claimed the room was built without a permit from the so-called “Civil 

Administration Office,” the administrative branch of the illegal Israeli 

occupation. (IMEMC 14 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers destroyed a water line, providing water to at least 1200 

Palestinians north of Jericho in the northeastern part of the occupied West 

Bank. The soldiers closed the only water pipeline, welded it shut, and used 

bulldozers to place large rocks on it after welding it shut.  The pipeline 

provided the needed water supplies to more than 1200 Palestinians in the 

Al-Auja Spring community. (IMEMC 14 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces demolished a commercial facility in the village 

of Umm al-Reehan, located behind the segregation barrier near the town of 

Yabad, southwest of the northern West Bank city of Jenin. The occupation 

forces raided the village and demolished the facility, which contained 

several refrigerators for preserving meat, without any prior warning. The 

occupation forces assaulted him and others who tried to prevent the 

demolition, noting that his losses are estimated at about $150,000. (WAFA 

14 December 2022) 
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 The Israeli Occupation army destroyed the main water pipeline of al-Auja 

community, north of the occupied West Bank village of Jericho. Israeli 

forces barged their way into the community and welded-shut the sole 

pipeline supplying water to some 1,200 people and used a bulldozer to erect 

an earth mound on it. (WAFA 15 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) issued stop-work orders against six 

Palestinian structures after storming Kafr ad-Dik town west of the West 

Bank city of Salfi.  The IOA issued stop-work orders against six Palestinian 

houses, five of which are inhabited, under the pretext of construction 

without permit. Houses belong to the Palestinian citizens Ashraf Ahmad, 

Bassam ad-Dik, Anan ad-Dik, Taysir ad-Dik, Mohammed Haboub, and 

Mohammed Naji. The IOA had issued demolition and stop-work orders 

against dozens of Palestinian houses and agricultural structures in Kafr ad-

Dik under the pretext of building in Area C of the West Bank. (PALINFO 

15 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces demolished a house under construction and a water well in 

Farsh al-Hawa locality, northwest of the occupied southern West Bank city 

of Hebron. Israeli soldiers escorted a bulldozer to the locality, where the 

heavy machinery tore down his 320-square-meter house and 500-cubic-

meter water cistern, purportedly for being located in Area C. Meanwhile, 

the gun-toting soldiers handed six villagers of the western part of Kafr ad-

Dik town, west of Salfit, military notices, ordering them to stop the 

construction of their houses. (WAFA 15 December 2022) 

  Israeli settlers tore down the metal roof covering of a fuel station in the 

southern occupied West Bank city of Hebron. A group of settlers, under 

army protection, destroyed the metal roof covering of al-Ja‘bari fuel station, 

located at al-Shuhada Street. (WAFA 15 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished a barn and an agricultural room, confiscated a 

tent in Tal Ma’in and the at-Tiwana villages, and confiscated a tent in 

Khallet Ad-Dabe’ area in Yatta town, south of Hebron, in the southern part 

of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded the Tal Ma’in area in the 

Al-Karmel town and used bulldozers to demolish an agricultural room 

owned by Ayed Ali Hamada. The soldiers also invaded the at-Tiwana 

village and demolished a barn owned by Nasser Al-Adra. (IMEMC 20 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the Khallet ad-Dabe’ area in Masafer Yatta, 

confiscated a tent installed by local nonviolent activists against Israel’s 

illegal colonialist activities, and assaulted a man, Amer Dababsa, causing 

various cuts and bruises. (IMEMC 20 December 2022) 
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 Israeli forces tore down residential structures in Wadi Juheish area, 

southeast of Yatta city, south of the occupied West Bank city of Hebron. 

Israeli forces escorted a bulldozer into the area, where the heavy machinery 

tore down and seized six tents belonging to the Haddar family, displacing 

the inhabitants. (WAFA 20 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces demolished two Palestinian-owned houses, 

east of the occupied West Bank city of Jericho, out of dozens of houses slated 

for demolition in the same area under the pretext of construction in Area C, 

which is under full Israeli military rule. The Israeli forces demolished a two-

story house with an area of 220 square meters each owned by a local 

resident that was still in the construction stage, and a second completed 

house owned by another resident. The occupation authorities had delivered 

demolition notices to 13 houses in the same area while it informed owners 

of 67 other houses to “rectify their status” because the houses were built in 

Area C, which means they could all be torn down. (WAFA 21 December 

2022) 

 The Israeli occupation army demolished a commercial facility and 

bulldozed a road in Deir Sharaf village in western Nablus. Israeli bulldozers 

escorted by Israeli forces demolished an auto bodywork shop and a 500-

meter paved road in Deir Sharaf village at the pretext of unlicensed 

construction. The Palestinians in the occupied territories have no choice but 

to build on their own lands without licenses because there are no structural 

maps that respond to the natural increase in their numbers. (WAFA, 

PALINFO 22 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces ordered a Palestinian owner to remove a shack of 

his own which he uses as a shop near the city of Qalqilia, in the occupied 

West Bank. The Israeli occupation army ordered Majed Abu Khadija, a 

Palestinian from the city, to remove and dismantle his shop, located at the 

east entrance to the city. The Israeli occupation army did not give a reason 

for the removal. (WAFA 22 December 2022) 

 An Israeli military court denied an appeal filed by a family of a slain 

Palestinian man against demolishing their home in Hebron city, in the 

southern part of the occupied West Bank. The family of Mohammad Al-

Ja’bari, 35, hired a lawyer to file a petition against a military order for 

demolishing their five-story home, but the court denied their appeal and 

granted the army a green light for the demolition. The home provides 

shelter for Mohammad’s parents, his brothers, and their families, who will 

all be rendered homeless. (IMEMC 26 December 2022) 
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 Israeli occupation forces demolished a car repair shop to the south of the 

occupied West Bank city of Hebron. Adnan al-Atrash. The forces 

demolished his 108-square-meter workshop in an area south of Hebron 

under the pretext that it was located in the area classified as Area C. (WAFA 

26 December 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished an agricultural room and uprooted 15 olive trees 

west of Doura town, south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied 

West Bank. Several army vehicles invaded the Ein Fares area west of Doura 

before uprooting fifteen olive trees. The soldiers also bulldozed a Dunam 

of farmland and demolished an agricultural room on lands owned by a 

farmer from the local Khamaisa family. The soldiers closed the area, 

installed roadblocks, and prevented the Palestinians from entering their 

lands. (IMEMC 27 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) decided to demolish the family home of 

the slain Palestinian Muhammad al-Ja'bari who carried out a shooting 

attack near the Kiryat Arba illegal settlement last October. The decision 

came after an Israeli court refused an appeal submitted by the family 

against the demolition order. The five-story house is home to al-Ja'bari's 

children, parents, and siblings. Israel routinely demolishes the homes of 

slain or captured Palestinians who are suspected of carrying out anti-

occupation attacks, saying it serves as a deterrent against future attackers. 

However, rights groups affirm the practice amounts to collective 

punishment. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 The Israeli municipality of West Jerusalem  forced a Palestinian family to 

self-demolish its own house in Wad al-Jozz neighborhood of occupied East 

Jerusalem under the pretext of building without a permit. The family 

decided to tear down its home to avoid paying exorbitant costs and fines if 

the municipality staff carried out the demolition. Mustafa Aramin, the 

owner of the house, stated that he and his brother Mohammad received a 

year ago a demotion order against their two-story house. Aramin and his 

brother appealed the order in Israeli courts but their appeal was turned 

down. Last week, the family was informed by the Israeli municipality to 

demolish their house before Sunday, otherwise, the municipality will carry 

out the demolition and force them to pay $25,000 in costs. As a result, the 

family found itself forced to tear it down  and displace their families of nine 

people. (WAFA 31 December 2022) 

Israeli Military Orders  
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 The Israeli occupation authorities confiscated  3,492 dunums of Palestinian-

owned land in the village of Aqraba, to the southeast of Nablus in the 

northern West Bank. The Israeli occupation authorities claimed that the 

land confiscated is classified as state land, a claim Israel has long been using 

to grab Palestinian land in favor of colonial settlement construction and 

expansion. (WAFA 17 December 2022) 

Confiscation & Razing of lands 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) seized an agricultural tractor and a 

vehicle in the northern Jordan Valley. The IOF confiscated a tractor used for 

agricultural purposes and a vehicle belonging to a local resident from 

Khirbet al-Hadidiya hamlet in the northern Jordan Valley. The IOF also 

seized other tractors for a while and obstructed the work of Palestinian 

farmers during their presence on their swaths of land in the Jordan Valley 

area of Sahel Mufiya. (PALINFO 4 December 2022) 

 Israeli settlers plowed vast areas of land belonging to Palestinian residents 

in the northern Jordan Valley area. A group of settlers plowed around 150 

dunums of land owned by Palestinian residents of Tubas in preparation for 

planting it in what appears to be an apparent prelude to taking over the 

land. (WAFA 4 December 2022) 

 An Israeli army bulldozer  razed a Palestinian-owned land and demolished 

stone and retaining walls in the village of al-Walaja, west of Bethlehem. A 

large Israeli army force raided Ein Jweisa area in the village before a 

bulldozer proceeded to raze land and destroy the walls in a four-dunum 

plot of land owned by a local resident. The Israeli occupation authorities 

prevent Palestinian development in that area and demolish homes in an 

effort to empty the land from its Palestinian dwellers, (WAFA 7 December 

2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) has decided to annex 398 dunums of 

Palestinian land in the West Bank village of Jinsafut in the east of Qalqilya 

and declare them as state land. The IOA delivered a military announcement 

in this regard signed by Yossi Segal, the Israeli official in charge of the so-

called government real estate and absentee property in the occupied West 

Bank. The announcement included maps of the sites that were declared as 

state land by the Israeli government. , these annexed lands are located in 

the areas of Qurna, Khilat Dejah, Jabel as-Sureij, Khilat al-Ballaa, Ras Bashir, 

al-Aroudh, and Wadi al-Khaneq. The Israeli army had already seized vast 

tracts of land belonging to Palestinian citizens from Jinsafut village and 
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bulldozed over 100 dunums of their land in order to expand the illegal 

settlement of Emmanuel. (PALINFO 10 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation army carried out a small-scale incursion into a 

border area in the east of the besieged Gaza Strip. Seven armored 

bulldozers escorted by two Merkava tanks advanced from a military post 

into a border area in the east of Gaza City, particularly near the closed 

crossing of Karni. The heavy machinery embarked on leveling and digging 

swaths of agricultural land, which are located about 50 meters from the 

border fence. The eastern border areas of Gaza are repeatedly exposed to 

Israeli military incursions and gunfire attacks. (PALINFO 12 December 

2022) 

 Israeli colonizers bulldozed large areas of Palestinian lands in Qusra, 

Jaloud, and Qaryout towns, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, 

to expand a colonialist outpost on stolen lands. The colonizers are trying to 

expand the Yesh Kodish colony, and uprooted and bulldozed large areas of 

land. Daghlas stated the colonizers are ongoing with their activities in 

several areas around Nablus. (IMEMC 13 December 2022) 

 The Israeli colonizers scattered poisoned wheat grains in pastures near the 

Khirbet Tana area of Beit Furik town, east of Nablus, to kill livestock and 

deprive the Palestinians of their land to displace them in preparation for 

seizing their lands. (IMEMC 13 December 2022) 

 Israeli forces uprooted hundreds of trees and razed Palestinian-owned 

lands in the village of Wadi Fukin, east of the southern occupied West Bank 

district of Bethlehem. A large Israeli military force raided an area to the 

north of the village and uprooted dozens of olive and almond trees, 

demolished retaining walls and an agricultural pond used for collecting 

rainwater, and razed around 28 dunums of agricultural land belonging to 

local residents in the village. (IMEMC 21 December 2022) 

 Several Israeli military vehicles invaded Palestinian agricultural lands near 

the perimeter fence east of Gaza city, the soldiers also abducted a 

Palestinian man at the Erez Crossing. Six armored military vehicles, 

including two D9 bulldozers, came from a military base across the fence 

and invaded the Palestinian lands. The soldiers bulldozed several sections 

of the invaded lands and installed land hills near the fence in the 

southeastern area of Gaza city. During the invasion, the soldiers fired live 

rounds and smoke bombs to prevent the Palestinians from entering their 

lands. (IMEMC 22 December 2022) 
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 The Israeli occupation authorities (IOA) resumed levelling Islamic Waqf-

owned lands north of Silwan town south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque. The IOA 

bulldozers resumed carrying out levelling operations in the Umayyad 

palaces area in addition to Palestinian lands adjacent to the southeastern 

wall of the Al-Aqsa Mosque.  The leveling operations, which started on 

Wednesday, were carried out in 50 dunums out of a total area of 120 

dunums. The IOA plans to establish Biblical National Parks to surround the 

Old City of Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa Mosque.  

 Israeli colonizers, accompanied by dozens of soldiers and police officers, 

occupied five Dunams of Palestinian lands in the Al-Hamra area in Silwan 

town, south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque, in the occupied capital, Jerusalem, in 

the West Bank. Israeli police also abducted three young men. The five 

Dunams are owned by the local Palestinian Somrain family, whose 

members have been planting and tending to it for over seventy years. The 

confiscated five Dunams of Palestinian lands are in the Al-Hamra area in 

the Al-Ein neighborhood in Wadi Hilweh in Silwan town. Dozens of 

Palestinians tried to stop the colonizers before the police and the soldiers 

attacked them and abducted three young men. (IMEMC 27 December 2022) 

 A group Jewish settlers escorted by police forces stormed  the east 

Jerusalem city of Silwan and seized a private plot of land belonging to a 

Palestinian family. Dozens of settlers and police officers stormed al-Ein area 

in Silwan and appropriated about five dunums of land known locally as 

“al-Hamra” land. This piece of land belongs to the family of Samarin and is 

located in an important area, which is threatened with Judaization. Police 

forces reportedly assaulted a number of local residents, including owners 

of the land, as they were trying to prevent the settlers from fencing the land, 

and arrested five of them. One young man fainted and fell to the ground 

after police officers assaulted him during the events in the area. With the 

help of police officers, the same settlers also set up some structures on this 

piece of land after fencing it, installed security cameras in the area and 

prevented local residents from approaching it. This plot of land is owned 

by the Greek Orthodox Church, which signed a contract 70 years ago with 

the Samarin family to use the land. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 Jewish settlers fenced off a Palestinian land in the northern Jordan Valley 

in preparation to confiscate it. Jewish settlers fenced with barbed wire a 

Palestinian pastoral land east of the al-Farisiya area as a prelude to 

confiscating it, without identifying the area of the land. Jewish settlers have 

been escalating their attacks against Palestinian farmers and their lands in 
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al-Farisiya in addition to attacking their property and confiscating their 

agricultural tractors.  Thousands of dunums of Palestinian pastoral and 

agricultural lands have been seized by Jewish settlers in several areas of the 

northern Jordan Valley. (PALINFO 27 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) attacked an agricultural area and 

fishermen in the east and west of the besieged Gaza Strip.  Israeli soldiers 

opened machinegun fire from their posts at agricultural fields in a border 

area in the east of southern Gaza, particularly in Khan Yunis and Rafah, 

forcing farmers to leave the area. Meanwhile, Israeli gunboats attacked 

fishermen and their boats with live ammunition during their presence 

within a few nautical miles off the shore of Rafah in southern Gaza and 

forced them to return ashore. No one was reportedly hurt in the IOF 

shooting attacks. (PALINFO 28 December 2022) 

Expansion of Israeli settlements 

 Israeli forces began the expansion of the Israeli settlement of Karmi Tzur, 

built illegally on Palestinian residents’ land in the town of Halhul to the 

north of Hebron, in the southern occupied West Bank. Israeli forces built 20 

new settler units on land belonging to the Zama’areh family in the town of 

Halhul for the benefit of expanding the aforementioned settlement. (WAFA 

5 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities are proceeding with the construction of a 

settler-only elevator at the Ibrahimi Mosque in the Old City of Hebron. 

Israeli forces continued excavation and concrete works using heavy 

machinery in the outdoor western courtyard of the site as a prelude to 

install an elevator and establish a “tourist track”, which would only serve 

Israeli settlers. (WAFA 5 December 2022) 

Erection of Checkpoints  

 Israeli soldiers installed roadblocks near the northern West Bank city of 

Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank, stopped and searched 

dozens of cars, and confiscated one. The soldiers installed a military 

roadblock at the junction between the villages of Rommana and Zabbouba, 

west of Jenin, and confiscated one car before moving it to the nearby Salem 

military base. The soldiers also installed many roadblocks on the Jenin-Jaffa 

road and streets leading to the villages of Zabbouba, Ta’nak, Aneen, and 
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Al-Arqa, stopped and searched dozens of cars, and interrogated the 

Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. The soldiers were also heavily 

deployed around many villages and towns west of Jenin and other parts of 

the governorate. (IMEMC 23 December 2022) 

Israeli Closures  

 Israeli army sealed off the northern entrance to Tuqu‘ town, south of 

Bethlehem. The soldiers closed the metal gate at the town entrance after 

they stormed a nearby school campus. The soldiers set up a checkpoint at 

the western entrance of the town, stopping villagers on their way out and 

into the town and inspecting their identity cards. Israel severely restricts 

Palestinians’ freedom of movement through a complex combination of 

approximately 100 fixed checkpoints, flying checkpoints, settler-only roads 

and various other physical obstructions. Closures besides to other 

measures, taken under the guise of security, are intended to entrench 

Israel’s 55-year-old military occupation of the West Bank and its settler 

colonial project which it enforces with routine and frequently deadly 

violence against Palestinians. (WAFA 1 December 2022) 

 Israeli military forces  sealed off the Old City of Hebron, in the southern 

occupied West Bank. Israeli forces sealed off the Old City and declared it, 

along with the vicinity of the al-Ibrahimi mosque, a closed military zone 

and prevented human rights organizations and activists from staging a 

rally in protest of ongoing Israeli settler attacks against Palestinians in the 

area. (WAFA 2 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces shut down Al-Jalama checkpoint to the north of 

Jenin, north of the occupied West Bank. Israeli occupation authorities 

decided to shut down the checkpoint to the Palestinian nationals of Israel 

and the Palestinian workers from the West Bank who use the checkpoint in 

their daily journey to their workplaces in Israel. The shutdown remain in 

place until further notice. (WAFA 4 December 2022) 
 Israeli forces sealed off Huwara checkpoint, south of the occupied West 

Bank city of Nablus. The soldiers closed the checkpoint, located at the 

southern entrance to Nablus, to all vehicles in both directions. (WAFA 7 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces closed the iron gate placed at the entrance to 

the town of Beit Ummar, in the south of the West Bank, and prevented a 

funeral from reaching the town’s cemetery. As the funeral was heading 

toward the cemetery on the outskirts of the town, soldiers took over 
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rooftops and closed the iron gate totally blocking participants in the funeral 

from reaching the cemetery to bury the dead person. But not only that, as 

residents tried to force their way to the cemetery, the soldiers fired tear gas 

canisters at them in order to disperse them causing several suffocation 

cases. This is not the first time soldiers manning a watchtower at the 

entrance to Beit Ummar, located on the main road between Bethlehem and 

Hebron, prevent a funeral from reaching the town’s cemetery and use force 

to attack the participants. (WAFA 14 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces blocked the main entrance to the town of Azzun, 

east of Qalqilia city in the northern West Bank, to the Palestinian traffic. 

Israeli forces shut down the main entrance to the town with a metal gate, 

blocking the movement of the Palestinian traffic through the entrance. 

(WAFA 18 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces sealed off the town of Azzoun to the east of 

Qalqilia. Israeli forces stormed the town of Azzoun and closed the metal 

gate placed at its main entrance in addition to another sub-entrance, 

preventing residents from entering or leaving. (WAFA 20 December 2022) 

 Israeli army  sealed off the entrances to Tuqu‘ town, south of Bethlehem. 

The soldiers closed the metal gates at the western and northern entrances 

of the town. He added that the gun-toting soldiers chased students on their 

way to their school, close to the northern entrance of the town, and briefly 

held a number of them. Israel severely restricts Palestinians’ freedom of 

movement through a complex combination of approximately 100 fixed 

checkpoints, flying checkpoints, settler-only roads and various other 

physical obstructions. (WAFA 20 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces  blocked the main entrance to the town of Azzun, 

east of Qalqilia city in the northern West Bank, to the Palestinian traffic, . 

They told WAFA that Israeli forces shut down the main entrance to the 

town with a metal gate, blocking the movement of the Palestinian traffic 

through the entrance. Restricting movement is one of the main tools Israel 

employs to enforce its regime of occupation. Israel imposes restrictions on 

the movement of Palestinians within the West Bank, and travel between it 

and the Gaza Strip, into East Jerusalem, Israel, and abroad.” (WAFA 21 

December 2022) 

Other 

 The Israeli Prison Authority informed imprisoned Palestinian-French 

lawyer, held under Administrative Detention without charges or trial, that 
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it revoked his Jerusalem ID card and stripped him of all residency rights in 

occupied Jerusalem, and will be deporting him to France upon his release. 

The Israeli occupation imposed a three-month Administrative Detention 

order against the imprisoned lawyer, Salah Hammouri, 37, and renewed 

the order in June 2022, then renewed it again in September 2022. 

Hammouri, a lawyer and a field researcher with the Ad-Dameer Prisoner 

Support And Human Rights Association, spent more than eight years in 

Israeli prisons, starting when he was abducted in 2001 and was sentenced 

to five months in prison. In 2004 he spent four months under arbitrary 

Administrative Detention orders without charges, then was abducted again 

in the year 2005 and was imprisoned for seven years, and then in the year 

2017, he was abducted yet another time and spent 13 months under 

Administrative Detention orders, and upon his release, he received an 

order barring him from entering the rest of the West Bank for two years. On 

June 6, 2022, Salah received another three-month Administrative Detention 

order just hours before his scheduled release after being imprisoned for 

three months under a similar order. The decision to revoke his residency 

was made in October of last year, 2021, after accusing him of “breeching 

loyalty to the state” for his human rights and legal work in defending 

Palestinian political prisoners. Salah was born to a Palestinian father from 

Jerusalem where he grew up and lived, and his mother is a French national. 

Several years earlier, Israel deported his French wife to her country after 

detaining her at the airport in Tel Aviv for three days when she returned to 

Jerusalem. Salah and his wife have two children. Palestinians born in 

occupied Jerusalem are only granted “residency” status and not citizenship 

of Israel despite Israel’s constant claims of “unified Jerusalem as its capital.” 

Children born to Jewish parent/s in any part of the world are entitled to 

become citizens of Israel. (IMEMC 1 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities refused to issue permits to about 200 

Palestinian Christians from the Gaza Strip to celebrate Christmas in the 

biblical city of Bethlehem, the birthplace of Jesus Christ, in the occupied 

West Bank. The church provided the Palestinian Civil Affairs Authority, 

which liaisons with Israel, a list of names for 800 Christians who wanted to 

go to the West Bank to celebrate Christmas, but that the Israeli authorities 

refused to issue permits for 200 people under flimsy pretexts. (WAFA 8 

December 2022) 

 The Israeli government has decided to refuse visas and deny entry to the 

newly appointed personnel of the United Nations Office for the 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) in the Occupied Territories. 
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The refusal to grant visas to UN personnel could impact the humanitarian 

work in occupied Palestine. Stephane Durjarric, a UN spokesperson stated 

that the decision could seriously impact the humanitarian community’s 

support to Palestinians needing this aid. Israeli Foreign Ministry officials 

have decided to refuse to issue entry visas to officials from the United 

Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) after 

accusing employees from the humanitarian agency of “undercounting” the 

number of Israelis who are killed or injured in attacks by Palestinians. Gilad 

Erdan, the Israeli ambassador to the United Nations, stated that the Israeli  

government placed sanctions against UN employees who criticize Israel 

and speak out against Israeli policies. Erdan even accused OCHA personnel 

and officials of what he called “running a policy of lies against Israel” and 

“distorting reality.” (IMEMC 9 December 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) extended travel ban orders against 

Jerusalemite activists Nihad Zighayer and Nasser al-Hadmi. The IOA 

extended the travel ban on Zighayer for another month and threatened to 

prohibit his travel abroad for an additional six months later. Zighayer was 

arrested on June 5, 2017 upon his return to the homeland from Saudi Arabia 

where he performed the Umrah rituals. At the time, IOA accused him of 

being active in what it called the “Aqsa Mosque Youth” group and 

extracted a court verdict ordering his imprisonment for 35 months. After 

completing his jail term, the IOA delayed his release for several days and 

then decided to release him last May, but later he was exposed to ongoing 

persecution by the Israeli police. Following his release, he was also 

banished from Jerusalem and the Aqsa Mosque and later banned from 

traveling for nine months. Zighayer works as a guide for the Jerusalemite 

pilgrims who visit Makkah in Saudi Arabia and is considered one of the 

active and influential Palestinian figures in Jerusalem. The IOA also 

summoned Nasser al-Hadmi, head of the Jerusalemite Committee Against 

Judaization, and handed him an order banning his travel for one month 

with a possibility of extending the ban for an additional six months. 

(PALINFO 13 December 2022) 

 Israeli occupation authorities have expelled French-Palestinian 

lawyer Salah Hammouri to France after he had been detained without 

charges or trial since March. The Israeli occupation’s Interior Minister, 

Ayelet Shaked, announced the deportation in a brief statement. Hammouri 

is a human rights lawyer known for advocating for the rights of prisoners, 

including torture survivors. He works with the Addameer Prisoner 

Support and Human Rights Association — an internationally renowned 

https://imemc.org/?s=Hammouri
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human rights organization — and the UN Voluntary Fund for Victims of 

Torture grantee. Hammouri spent more than nine years in Israeli 

occupation prisons as a result of over six arrests. The longest stretch he 

spent in Israeli detention was seven continuous years between 2005 and 

2011, after he was forced to choose between being deported to France for 15 

years or imprisoned for seven years. Israel unlawfully designated 

Addameer and other Palestinian civil society organizations as “terrorist 

organizations” and in October 2021. (IMEMC 18 December 2022) 

 The cancer-stricken Palestinian detainee, Nasser Abu Hmeid, imprisoned 

by Israel and serving several life terms, has died at an Israeli medical center. 

Nasser Mohammad Abu Hmeid, 50, from the Al-Am’ari refugee camp near 

the central West Bank city of Ramallah, was moved from the Ramla prison 

clinic to Assaf Harofeh Israeli medical center after suffering serious 

complications and died at the hospital. Abu Hmeid’s condition started 

declining in August of last year, 2021, when he complained of pain in the 

chest and was diagnosed with lung cancer. Israeli surgeons removed about 

100 centimeters from the area of his tumor and moved him back to Asqalan 

prison despite his urgent need for chemotherapy and other treatment. He 

was left without treatment for some time before the doctors decided he 

urgently needed chemotherapy and other treatment, but the prison 

authority kept delaying his transfer to a hospital and denied him the 

potentially life-saving treatment. Just recently, Nasser was able to undergo 

more chemotherapy treatment, but his cancer has already spread and 

become terminal. (IMEMC 20 December 2022) 

 The Israeli municipality in Occupied Jerusalem has approved a budget 

increase of one billion shekels for its Judaization projects in the holy city 

during 2023, while Hebrew news reports said that Israel’s settlement 

projects in the West Bank doubled after the right wing won the last 

elections. The municipality’s financial committee approved a budget of 6 

billion shekels for its development projects in Jerusalem during the coming 

year, which represents an increase of more than 20 percent compared to last 

year’s budget. This budget is considered the highest ever in the history of 

the Israeli municipality in the occupied holy city and will help the 

occupation state to expand its Judaization projects in the holy city, 

especially in the field of construction and security. Meanwhile, the Times 

of Israel newspaper website said that extensive construction operations in 

illegal settler outposts started recently after the election victory of Israel’s 

extreme right in early November, adding that such settlement expansion 

https://imemc.org/?s=Nasser+Abu+Hmeid
https://imemc.org/article/wafa-cancer-stricken-palestinian-prisoner-nasser-abu-hmeid-rushed-to-hospital/
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activities are aimed to impose new faits accomplis on the ground. Times of 

Israel explained that the construction activities started mainly in the 

outposts whose settlers received pledges from leaders of right-wing parties 

to legalize them after the formation of their upcoming government. The 

Israeli army’s civil administration, for its part, intensified its monitoring of 

Palestinian construction in Area C of the West Bank and its demolition 

campaigns against Palestinian-owned homes and structures in this area 

during the past two months. (PALINFO 20 December 2022) 

 Israeli “Defense” Minister Benny Gantz decided not to return the body of a 

veteran prisoner who died in Israeli custody to his family. Gantz decided 

not to release the body of Nasser Abu Hmeid to his family, citing an 

assessment and a “previous security cabinet ruling” that allows Israel to 

withhold the bodies of Palestinian prisoners who die in imprisonment and 

those who are believed to have committed attacks for a potential prisoner 

exchange. 50-year-old Abu Hmeid died at the Assaf Harofeh Israeli hospital 

near Tel Aviv despite longstanding calls to release him due to the Israeli 

policy of deliberate medical negligence and slow killing following his late 

diagnosis with cancer more than a year ago. He was transferred in a sudden 

manner from the Ramla prison clinic to the hospital after his health 

seriously deteriorated and he slipped into a coma. Abu Hmeid’s family 

decided not to receive condolences from mourners unless after his body is 

released for burial. (IMEMC 21 December 2022) 

 


